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ZEB Automation Ltd. Technical Data MFR-Module XEP01L

RS232-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XEP01LRS232-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XEP01L

The interface module offers a simple method to connect and control up to eight digital inputs and outputs through an Ethernet-Port. Since inputs 
and outputs are separated from the remaining circuitry by optical couplers, signals of industrial controls can be easily connected to a PC or a  
terminal or  other devices with Ethernet-Ports.  The digital inputs and outputs are designed for 24VDC. Logic and decoupled outputs may be 
separately powered. The component is easy-to-mount on common used mounting rails. The electrical connection of digital inputs and outputs is  
made by pluggable cage clamp terminals.

Technical Data

Digital Inputs (8)  I0 .. I7
Voltage
Current
Trigger Level

Optical couplers
0 .. 30VDC
per input channel 4mA @ 24VDC
approx. 4VDC

Digital Outputs (8) O0 .. O7
Voltage
Current

Solid-State-Switch, high side switching
12 .. 30VDC (see Supply Voltage - 'Load')
per output channel max. 600mA (Resistive Load)

Supply - Logic (Ub)
Voltage
Current
Power Consumption

Rated Voltage 24VDC
8 .. 30VDC
12mA @ 24VDC
280mW @ 24VDC

Supply - Load (Us)
Voltage
Current

Rated Voltage 24VDC
12 .. 30VDC
Sum (IO0 .. IO7) + 4mA @ 24VDC

Status Indicators
Inputs (8)
Outputs (8)
Supply (1)
Heart-Beat (1)
Command (1)

LED indicates an input voltage >2V
LED, connected to the load terminals, indicates the 'ON' state
LED indicates presence of supply voltage (Logic)
LED flashes (Normal: 1Hz, Programming: 2.5Hz, Remote: 0.5Hz)
LED flashes at receipt of a known command

Module Identification Besides the possibility, to assign  an individual name, each module 
contains a unique, unalterable, 12-digit serial number in hexadecimal 
notation.

Dimensions 90mm(L) x 77mm(B) x 40mm(H)
Outer packaging: 115mm(L) x 85mm(B) x 50mm(H)

Fixing Click-on mounting rails TS15 / TS35 / G32

Mounting Position Any desired

Weight 0,175kg

Protecting Type IP00

Ambient Conditions -5 ° C. .. +65 ° C under normal installation conditions (cabinet). In 
constricted spaces a sufficient ventilation (forced air flow) or any other 
cooling method is necessary. In outdoor activities the module should be 
protected with a suitable housing, furthermore with protection against 
direct sunlight, frost and condensation.

RoHS - Conformity The relevant directives will be observed. However, no own analysis will 
carried out. We trust the related statements of suppliers.
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Technical Data
Certifications  in preparation

Ethernet-Converter
Protocols

Tibbo EM203+RJ203
HTTP ( Port 80), TCP (Port 65200), UDP (Port 65100)

Communikation Parameters (Factory default settings)
DHCP
IP-Address
Netmask
Gateway
Targetl-IP (only for RTU-Mode)

Ipv4, values may be changed by programming software.
Active (thus, the following values are not effective!)
192.168.0.1
255.255.255.0
192.168.0.1
192.168.0.2

Technology Microcontroller and discrete components placed on double-layer PCB. 
By means of an integrated bootloader, the existing firmware can be 
updated at any time via the communication interface.

Connectors
Supply
Inputs/Outputs
Ethernet

Pluggable Connectors
Pin Header 4pol MCV 0,5/ 4-G-2,5
Pin Header 8pol MCV 0,5/ 8-G-2,5
RJ45, 10/100 BaseT, CAT5

Delivery Contents MFR-Module (configured as I/O-Interface for 8 Channels)
4 Connector 8pol (FK-MC 0,5/8-ST-2,5)
1 Connector 4pol (FK-MC 0,5/4-ST-2,5)
CD 'MFR Tools'
Operating Instructions

Customs Tariff Number (TARIC) 85364110

Country of Origin Germany

Safety Notes
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications which are critical for 
safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery directive 98/37 or its  
amendment is valid, it  is necessary to make sure that the product, after its application , complies with all relevant 
regulations.

Pin Assignment
MCV .. 4 / 8 X6 X4 X5 X2 X3

+ Logic
Ub

+ Output
O0

+ Output
O4

- Input
I3

- Input
I7- - - + +

+ Load
Us

+ Output
O1

+ Output
O5

- Input
I2

- Input
I6- - - + +

+ Output
O2

+ Output
O6

- Input
I1

- Input
I5- - + +

+ Output
O3

+ Output
O7

- Input
I0

- Input
I4- - + +

RJ45 / 8P8C U2

1 TX+ 5 No Connection

2 TX- 6 RX-

3 RX+ 7 No Connection

4 No Connection 8 No Connection

Shield Ground

Functions
The following functions pertain to each one channel, ie each of the existing eight channels can perform a different function. The functions can be 
combined. In any case, all input and output signals will transferred to the master control unit via the communication interface, regardless if they 
will received and evaluated. The module can be used as a pure interface for processing of inputs and outputs, or operated as stand-alone multi-
functional and multi-channel relay or in combination..
The times are derived by a divider from a 8-MHz crystal. The accuracy should be sufficient for most technical processes  
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Functions
I/O – Interface (Factory default settings) Inputs I0 .. I7 are read and Outputs O0 .. O7 are controlled by an external unit 

via the existing communication port. All timing functions are suspended.

Direct The output directly follows the input. All timing functions 
are suspended.

On-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
after the configured delay t1. With removing the input 
voltage the output will be immediately inactive.

Off-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
immediately. With removing the input voltage, the 
output will be inactive after the configured delay t1. The 
delay is only guaranteed if during this time, the supply 
voltage of the module is maintained.

Clock Pulse / Pause The output acts as clock generator. 
Either free-running or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and pause t2 is configurable.

Clock Pulse / Cycle The output acts as clock generator. 
Either free-running  or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and cycle t2 is configurable.

Switching-On Wipe Pulse On applying a voltage to the input, the output generates 
a single pulse of configurable duration t1, independent 
from the duration of the input signal.

Switching-Off Wipe Pulse On removing the voltage from an input, the output 
generates a single pulse of configurable duration t1. 
The pulse duration is only guaranteed if during this time, 
the supply voltage of the module is maintained.

Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) The output follows the appropriate input of the remote 
device. The input of this channel is transferred to the 
appropriate output of the remote device. For this mode, 
two modules have to be prepared with  matching IP-
addresses. So  the modules can find the counterpart 
within the network.

Selection of Functions and Timing Values By means of the supplied setup program (Windows), the functions and timing 
values can be changed.

Timer / Time Ranges
Milliseconds
Seconds
Minutes
Hours

Derived from 8-MHz-Quartz, I/O-Cycle 100ms
100 .. 2000 milliseconds in steps of 100 milliseconds
1 .. 120 seconds in steps of 1 second
1 .. 120 minutes in steps of 1 minute
1 .. 100 hours in steps of 1 hour
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Operating instructions XEP01L

Application 

The interface component offers a simple method  to control up to eight digital inputs and outputs through an Ethernet port. Since  
inputs  and  outputs  are  separated  from the  remaining  circuitry  by  optical  couplers,  signals  of  industrial  controls  can  be  easily  
connected to a PC or a terminal or other devices with Ethernet ports. The digital inputs and outputs are designed for 24VDC. Logic  
and decoupled outputs may be separately powered. The component is easy-to-mount on a 35 mm-DIN rail. The electrical connection  
is made by pluggable cage clamp terminals.

Function

Serial  to  parallel  conversion  and  vice  versa  will  be  performed  by  a  PIC16F877  (MicroChip).  To  comply  with  the  network  
communication requirements, a Tibbo EM203 module is placed in front of the PIC. On a simple command, the standard firmware  
reads the inputs and outputs, and transfers the data to the PC or to a corresponding device. If parameters are transferred with the 
command, the outputs will be set accordingly. Additionally, an automated scan takes place at an interval of 100ms. If there is a 
difference compared to the last status, a notification will be sent automatically. Thus it is possible to easily detect changes on the  
inputs. If special relations between inputs to outputs are required, it is possible to deliver a customized firmware.

Operation

Start-up is quite simple. After connecting the supply voltage (logic) the module is ready for use. For applications where no outputs  
are required, the supply voltage (load) can be omitted. The communication with the module is realized by means of simple ASCII  
code commands and can be easily executed out of any application by accessing the Ethernet interface. For reaching the module, it is  
necessary to assign a valid IP address to the module. On delivery, obtaining a dynamic IP address by an DHCP server is activated  
(factory default setting). The assignment of a static IP address can only be performed via the MFR configuration program which have  
to be installed first. For checking the communication, any terminal program can be used which is able to handle an Ethernet interface. 
Ready status is indicated by two LEDs. Whereas the first LED  indicates the applied operating voltage, the second LED indicates the 
heart beat signal which is regularly controlled by the processor. The receipt of a command is indicated by one more LED.

Operation as MFR module

For  operation  as  a  multifunction  relay  and  programming  the  different  modes,  you need to  install  the  necessary  configuration 
software. The latest version may be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. It is free of charge. Using this tool, it is possible 
to assign special functions to each of the eight channels. As soon as it is configured, the software is no longer needed to operate the  
module. This tool also allows updating the firmware of the MFR module.
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8 inputs 24V, Ri = 5kOhm

8 outputs 24V/600mA, solid state, high side switching

Status display for each input and output

10/100BaseT-connection via RJ45 socket

Integrated web server

Supply voltage (Logic) 8 .. 30 VDC

Supply voltage (Load) 12 .. 30 VDC

Dimensions: 90mm(L) x 77mm(W) x 40mm(H)

Pluggable cage clamp terminal max. 0.5mm²

DIN rail mounting

Safety notes 
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications  
which are critical for safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!  
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery  
directive 98/37 or its amendment is valid, it is necessary to make sure that the product, after its 
application, complies with all relevant regulations!

http://zeb-automation.de/de2/
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Data communication

Command Parameter Function Return

'X' none Reset 'XEP01L' CR

'I' none Reads input status 'I' I.7-4 I.3-0 CR

'O' none Reads output status 'O' O.7-4 O.3-0 CR

'O' '@' + bit7..4  '@' + bit3..0 Sets the output bit7..0 none

others ** with or without No function '?' CR

Command line: Command [Parameter] CR
-----

** There are further commands assigned for the MFR functions. They return other informations! Refer to mfr_api.pdf. 

Examples: 
The command 'OAC' followed by return is setting the output bits 4, 1, and 0 to active.
The return information 'I@A' followed by return indicates a signal at the input bit 0.

Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0 Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0

@ 0 0 0 0 H 1 0 0 0

A 0 0 0 1 I 1 0 0 1

B 0 0 1 0 J 1 0 1 0

C 0 0 1 1 K 1 0 1 1

D 0 1 0 0 L 1 1 0 0

E 0 1 0 1 M 1 1 0 1

F 0 1 1 0 N 1 1 1 0

G 0 1 1 1 O 1 1 1 1

Pin assignment

Signal Pin

Isolated Input Bit 0 
I0+

I0-

Isolated Input Bit 1 
I1+

I1-

Isolated Input Bit 2 
I2+

I2-

Isolated Input Bit 3 
I3+

I3-

Isolated Input Bit 4 
I4+

I4-

Isolated Input Bit 5 
I5+

I5-

Isolated Input Bit 6 
I6+

I6-

Isolated Input Bit 7 
I7+

I7-

Pin Signal

Ub+

Ub-
Supply Voltage (Logic)
8 .. 30 VDC

Us+

Us-
Supply Voltage (Load)
12 .. 30 VDC

O0+

O0-

Output Bit 0

Connected to Us-

O1+

O1-

Output Bit 1

Connected to Us-

O2+

O2-

Output Bit 2

Connected to Us-

O3+

O3-

Output Bit 3

Connected to Us-

O4+

O4-

Output Bit 4

Connected to Us-

O5+

O5-

Output Bit 5

Connected to Us-

O6+

O6-

Output Bit 6

Connected to Us-

O7+

O7-

Output Bit 7

Connected to Us-
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Ethernet-RJ45 socket

Pin Signal

1 TX+

2 TX-

3 RX+

4 free

5 free

6 RX-

7 free

8 free

Terminal strips

The left columns designate the 
connections of the lower terminal 
strip from left to right, whereas the 

right columns designate the 
connections of the upper terminal 
strip from left to right, if device is 
mounted as shown in the picture.
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MFR functions

Beside the application as an I/O interface connected to an Ethernet port, it is possible to use the module as a  multifunction relay.  
Using a corresponding configuration it is possible  to assign to each of the 8 channels a different function. The required programming  
will  be performed by means of the configuration software  MFRSETUP (currently available for Windows applications). The latest 
version may be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. As soon as the module is configured, the software is no longer needed 
to operate the device. Programming the appropriate parameters is self-explanatory to the greatest possible extent. Additionally there  
is a comprehensive Windows help, also available as a separate file MFRHELP.

Simple Interface
(Factory setting on delivery)

The MFR functions are disabled. Inputs are read and outputs are 
controlled by an external unit via the Ethernet port.

Direct Time function is switched off. The output follows the input.

Switching-on delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active after 
the configured delay. With removing the input voltage the 
output will be immediately inactive.

Switching-off delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
immediately. With removing the input voltage, the output will be 
inactive after the configured delay.

Clock Pulse/Pause The output acts as a flasher. Either free-running or controlled via 
the corresponding input. The duration of pulse and pause is 
configurable.

Clock Pulse/Cycle The output acts as a pulse generator. Either free-running or 
controlled via the corresponding input. The duration of pulse and 
cycle is configurable.

Switching on wipe pulse,
Switching off wipe pulse

The output generates a single pulse of configurable width, 
independent from the duration of the input signal. Either on 
applying or removing an input voltage.l.

Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) The time function is switched off. The output follows the 
appropriate input of the remote device. The input of this channel 
is transferred to the appropriate output of the remote device.
For this mode the modules must have programmed 
corresponding IP numbers. The modules recognize one another 
in the network via this IP addresses.

 

Time range 'ms' 100 .. 2000 milliseconds In steps of 100 ms

Time range 's' 1 .. 120 seconds In steps of 1s

Time range 'm' 1 .. 120 minutes In steps of 1 min

Time range 'h' 1 .. 100 hours In steps of 1 h

Ethernet

General information: For the communication with the module via an Ethernet connection it is necessary to assign an IP address to the  
module, which allows to reach it. The IP address can be assigned dynamically from an existing DHCP server (factory default setting)  
or statically by the user. The programming of the IP address can only be performed via the configuration program MFRSETUP. The 
program can be installed either from the CD included in the delivery or after downloading from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. The 
corresponding  input  fields can be  reached via the menu item 'Network'  and must  be transferred to the  module  after  having 
performed the modification (refer to MFRHELP). It has to be observed that the assigning of IP addresses or the changing from  
dynamic to static IPs can only be performed via the MAC address of the module. Therefore, it is necessary that the module is in the  
same network segment as the configuration PC. Depending on the sequence of connecting the module, the MAC address is already  
displayed when opening the configuration mask or after clicking on 'Search for unknown module'  in the selection list.  After 
selecting and clicking on 'Read module data' the input fields are enabled. The further MFR parameters can be assigned via the MAC 
address as well as via the assigned IP address. The parameterization can also be performed via the integrated web server via the 
network by means of a browser if the assigned IP address can be reached from the corresponding network node (a local IP address  
cannot be reached from the Internet without particular provisions). It is possible to use the protocols UDP (Port 65100) or TCP (Port 
65200) for the own applications. The web server uses HTTP (Port 80) by default. 
Remote control mode: If 2 modules are operated in the remote control mode they can be directly connected via a “crossover” cable  
as soon as they were parameterized. However it  is  to be observed the maximum line length (CAT5 about  100m).  If  they are  
connected to an existing network, the distance between the module is only limited by the signal run time. Synchronous signals are 
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Operating instructions XEP01L

transmitted at a rate of 5 seconds. If receiving the signals is missing, the modules fall back to the standard mode and switch the 
outputs to inactive. If  the synchronous signals are received in regular intervals the remote control  mode is started or restared,  
however active inputs do not generate any output signal (restart interlock).
Web server: If the web server is used to modify the functions and parameters it must be ensured that the module can also be  
reached by the browser via the assigned IP address. A login with user name and password is necessary to access the module. Both 
strings can be freely entered during configuration and can only be overwritten each. The factory default setting is 'admin/admin'. 

Any technical changes are reserved and performed without further notice.
Published illustrations and general data are noncommittal.

Issue: 11/2011 (xep01l_ba_en) 
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RS232-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XEP01RRS232-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XEP01R

The interface module offers a simple method to connect and control up to eight digital inputs and outputs through an Ethernet-Port. Since inputs 
and outputs are separated from the remaining circuitry by optical couplers, signals of industrial controls can be easily connected to a PC or a  
terminal or other devices with Ethernet-Ports. The digital inputs are designed for 24VDC. The outputs will switched via potential-free, normally 
open contacts (PCN-124D3) with a switching capacity of 3A @ 24VDC or 3A @ 250VAC. Logic and decoupled outputs may be separately powered. 
The component is easy-to-mount on common used mounting rails. The electrical connection of digital inputs and outputs is made by pluggable 
cage clamp terminals.

Technical Data

Digital Inputs (8)  I0 .. I7
Voltage
Current
Trigger Level

Optical couplers
0 .. 30VDC (Reverse polarity protection)
per input channel 4mA @ 24VDC
approx. 4VDC

Digital Outputs (8) O0 .. O7
Contact Rating
Minimum Contact Load
Mechanical Endurance

Relays, PCN-124D3MHZ (Coil 24VDC) by Tyco
3A @ 30VDC, 3A @ 250VAC
1mA / 5VDC
min. 20 x 106  cycles

Supply - Logic (Ub)
Voltage
Current
Power Consumption

Rated Voltage 24VDC
8 .. 30VDC
12mA @ 24VDC
280mW @ 24VDC

Supply - Relays (Us)
Voltage
Current

Rated Voltage 24VDC
18 .. 30VDC
Number of activated relays x 6.2mA @ 24VDC (max 50mA @ 24VDC)

Status Indicators
Inputs (8)
Outputs (8)
Supply (1)
Heart-Beat (1)
Command (1)

LED indicates an input voltage >2V
LED, connected to the relay coil, indicates the 'ON' state
LED indicates presence of supply voltage (Logic)
LED flashes (Normal: 1Hz, Programming: 2.5Hz, Remote: 0.5Hz)
LED flashes at receipt of a known command

Module Identification Besides the possibility, to assign  an individual name, each module 
contains a unique, unalterable, 12-digit serial number in hexadecimal 
notation.

Dimensions 90mm(L) x 77mm(B) x 40mm(H)
Outer packaging: 115mm(L) x 85mm(B) x 50mm(H)

Fixing Click-on mounting rails TS15 / TS35 / G32

Mounting Position Any desired

Weight 0,175kg

Protecting Type IP00

Ambient Conditions -5 ° C. .. +65 ° C under normal installation conditions (cabinet). In 
constricted spaces a sufficient ventilation (forced air flow) or any other 
cooling method is necessary. In outdoor activities the module should be 
protected with a suitable housing, furthermore with protection against 
direct sunlight, frost and condensation.

RoHS - Conformity The relevant directives will be observed. However, no own analysis will 
carried out. We trust the related statements of suppliers.
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Technical Data
Certifications  in preparation

Ethernet-Converter
Protocols

Tibbo EM203+RJ203
HTTP ( Port 80), TCP (Port 65200), UDP (Port 65100)

Communikation Parameters (Factory default settings)
DHCP
IP-Address
Netmask
Gateway
Targetl-IP (only for RTU-Mode)

Ipv4, values may be changed by programming software.
Active (thus, the following values are not effective!)
192.168.0.1
255.255.255.0
192.168.0.1
192.168.0.2

Technology Microcontroller and discrete components placed on double-layer PCB. 
By means of an integrated bootloader, the existing firmware can be 
updated at any time via the communication interface.

Connectors
Supply
Inputs/Outputs
Ethernet

Pluggable Connectors
Pin Header 4pol MCV 0,5/ 4-G-2,5
Pin Header 8pol MCV 0,5/ 8-G-2,5
RJ45, 10/100 BaseT, CAT5

Delivery Contents MFR-Module (configured as I/O-Interface for 8 Channels)
4 Connector 8pol (FK-MC 0,5/8-ST-2,5)
1 Connector 4pol (FK-MC 0,5/4-ST-2,5)
CD 'MFR Tools'
Operating Instructions

Customs Tariff Number (TARIC) 85364110

Country of Origin Germany

Safety Notes
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications which are critical for 
safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery directive 98/37 or its  
amendment is valid, it  is necessary to make sure that the product, after its application , complies with all relevant 
regulations.

Pin Assignment
MCV .. 4 / 8 X6 X4 X5 X2 X3

+ Logic
Ub

Output
O0

Output
O4

- Input
I3

- Input
I7- + +

+ Relays
Us

Output
O1

Output
O5

- Input
I2

- Input
I6- + +

Output
O2

Output
O6

- Input
I1

- Input
I5+ +

Output
O3

Output
O7

- Input
I0

- Input
I4+ +

RJ45 / 8P8C U2

1 TX+ 5 No Connection

2 TX- 6 RX-

3 RX+ 7 No Connection

4 No Connection 8 No Connection

Shield Ground 

Functions
The following functions pertain to each one channel, ie each of the existing eight channels can perform a different function. The functions can be 
combined. In any case, all input and output signals will transferred to the master control unit via the communication interface, regardless if they 
will received and evaluated. The module can be used as a pure serial interface for processing of inputs and outputs, or operated as stand-alone 
multi-functional and multi-channel relay or in combination..
The times are derived by a divider from a 8-MHz crystal. The accuracy should be sufficient for most technical processes  
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Functions
I/O – Interface (Factory default settings) Inputs I0 .. I7 are read and Outputs O0 .. O7 are controlled by an external unit 

via the existing communication port. All timing functions are suspended.

Direct The output directly follows the input. All timing functions 
are suspended.

On-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
after the configured delay t1. With removing the input 
voltage the output will be immediately inactive.

Off-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
immediately. With removing the input voltage, the 
output will be inactive after the configured delay t1. The 
delay is only guaranteed if during this time, the supply 
voltage of the module is maintained.

Clock Pulse / Pause The output acts as clock generator. 
Either free-running or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and pause t2 is configurable.

Clock Pulse / Cycle The output acts as clock generator. 
Either free-running  or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and cycle t2 is configurable.

Switching-On Wipe Pulse On applying a voltage to the input, the output generates 
a single pulse of configurable duration t1, independent 
from the duration of the input signal.

Switching-Off Wipe Pulse On removing the voltage from an input, the output 
generates a single pulse of configurable duration t1. 
The pulse duration is only guaranteed if during this time, 
the supply voltage of the module is maintained.

Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) The output follows the appropriate input of the remote 
device. The input of this channel is transferred to the 
appropriate output of the remote device. For this mode, 
two modules have to be prepared with  matching IP-
addresses. So  the modules can find the counterpart 
within the network.

Selection of Functions and Timing Values By means of the supplied setup program (Windows), the functions and timing 
values can be changed.

Timer / Time Ranges
Milliseconds
Seconds
Minutes
Hours

Derived from 8-MHz-Quartz, I/O-Cycle 100ms
100 .. 2000 milliseconds in steps of 100 milliseconds
1 .. 120 seconds in steps of 1 second
1 .. 120 minutes in steps of 1 minute
1 .. 100 hours in steps of 1 hour
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Application 

The interface component offers a simple method  to control up to eight digital inputs and outputs through an Ethernet port. Since  
inputs  and  outputs  are  separated  from the  remaining  circuitry  by  optical  couplers,  signals  of  industrial  controls  can  be  easily  
connected to a PC or a terminal or other devices with Ethernet ports. The digital inputs are designed for 24VDC. The outputs are  
potential free normally open contacts, by Tyco PCN124D3MHZ, with a switching capacity of 3A@30VDC respectively 3A@250VAC.  
Logic and decoupled outputs may be separately powered. The component is easy-to-mount on a 35 mm-DIN rail. The electrical  
connection is made by pluggable cage clamp terminals.

Function

Serial  to  parallel  conversion  and  vice  versa  will  be  performed  by  a  PIC16F877  (MicroChip).  To  comply  with  the  network  
communication requirements, a Tibbo EM203 module is placed in front of the PIC. On a simple command, the standard firmware  
reads the inputs and outputs, and transfers the data to the PC or to a corresponding device. If parameters are transferred with the 
command, the outputs will be set accordingly. Additionally, an automated scan takes place at an interval of 100ms. If there is a 
difference compared to the last status, a notification will be sent automatically. Thus it is possible to easily detect changes on the  
inputs. If special relations between inputs to outputs are required, it is possible to deliver a customized firmware.

Operation

Start-up is quite simple. After connecting the supply voltage (logic) the module is ready for use. For applications where no outputs  
are required, the supply voltage (relays) can be omitted. The communication with the module is realized by means of simple ASCII 
code commands and can be easily executed out of any application by accessing the Ethernet interface. For reaching the module, it is  
necessary to assign a valid IP address to the module. On delivery, obtaining a dynamic IP address by an DHCP server is activated  
(factory default setting). The assignment of a static IP address can only be performed via the MFR configuration program which have  
to be installed first. For checking the communication, any terminal program can be used which is able to handle an Ethernet interface. 
Ready status is indicated by two LEDs. Whereas the first LED  indicates the applied operating voltage, the second LED indicates the 
heart beat signal which is regularly controlled by the processor. The receipt of a command is indicated by one more LED.

Operation as MFR module

For  operation  as  a  multifunction  relay  and  programming  the  different  modes,  you need to  install  the  necessary  configuration 
software. The latest version may be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. It is free of charge. Using this tool, it is possible 
to assign special functions to each of the eight channels. As soon as it is configured, the software is no longer needed to operate the  
module. This tool also allows updating the firmware of the MFR module.
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8 inputs 24V, Ri = 5kOhm

8 output relays (Tyco PCN124D3MHZ)

Status display for each input and output

10/100BaseT connection via RJ45 socket 

Supply voltage (Logic) 8 .. 30 VDC

Supply voltage (Relays) 18 .. 30 VDC

Dimensions: 90mm(L) x 77mm(W) x 40mm(H)

Pluggable cage clamp terminal max. 0.5mm²

DIN rail mounting

Safety notes     
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications  
which are critical for safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!  
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery  
directive 98/37 or its amendment is valid, it is necessary to make sure that the product, after its 
application, complies with all relevant regulations!

http://zeb-automation.de/de2/
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Data communication

Command Parameter Function Return Value

'X' none Reset 'XEP01R' CR

'I' none Reads input status 'I' I.7-4 I.3-0 CR

'O' none Reads output status 'O' O.7-4 O.3-0 CR

'O' '@' + bit7..4  '@' + bit3..0 Sets the output bit7..0 none

others ** with or without No function '?' CR

 Command line: Command [Parameter] CR
-----

** There are further commands assigned for the MFR functions. They return other informations! Refer to mfr_api.pdf.

Examples: 
The command 'OAC' followed by return is setting the output bits 4, 1, and 0 to active.
The return information 'I@A' followed by return indicates a signal at the input bit 0.

Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0 Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0

@ 0 0 0 0 H 1 0 0 0

A 0 0 0 1 I 1 0 0 1

B 0 0 1 0 J 1 0 1 0

C 0 0 1 1 K 1 0 1 1

D 0 1 0 0 L 1 1 0 0

E 0 1 0 1 M 1 1 0 1

F 0 1 1 0 N 1 1 1 0

G 0 1 1 1 O 1 1 1 1

Pin assignment

Signal Pin

Isolated Input Bit 0 
I0+

I0-

Isolated Input Bit 1 
I1+

I1-

Isolated Input Bit 2 
I2+

I2-

Isolated Input Bit 3 
I3+

I3-

Isolated Input Bit 4 
I4+

I4-

Isolated Input Bit 5 
I5+

I5-

Isolated Input Bit 6 
I6+

I6-

Isolated Input Bit 7 
I7+

I7-

Pin Signal

Ub+

Ub-
Supply Voltage (Logic)
8 .. 30 VDC

Us+

Us-
Supply Voltage (Relays)
18 .. 30 VDC

O0

O0
Output Bit 0

O1

O1
Output Bit 1

O2

O2
Output Bit 2

O3

O3
Output Bit 3

O4

O4
Output Bit 4

O5

O5
Output Bit 5

O6

O6
Output Bit 6

O7

O7
Output Bit 7
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Terminal strips

The left columns designate the 
connections of the lower terminal 
strip from left to right, whereas 
the right columns designate the 

connections of the upper terminal 
strip from left to right, if device is 
mounted as shown in the picture.

Ethernet-RJ45 socket

Pin Signal

1 TX+

2 TX-

3 RX+

4 free

5 free

6 RX-

7 free

8 free
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MFR functions

Beside the application as an I/O interface connected to an Ethernet port, it is possible to use the module as a  multifunction relay.  
Using a corresponding configuration it is possible  to assign to each of the 8 channels a different function. The required programming  
will  be performed by means of the configuration software  MFRSETUP (currently available for Windows applications). The latest 
version may be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. As soon as the module is configured, the software is no longer needed 
to operate the device. Programming the appropriate parameters is self-explanatory to the greatest possible extent. Additionally there  
is a comprehensive Windows help, also available as a separate file MFRHELP.

Simple Interface
(Factory setting on delivery)

The MFR functions are disabled. Inputs are read and outputs are 
controlled by an external unit via the Ethernet port.

Direct Time function is switched off. The output follows the input.

Switching-on delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active after 
the configured delay. With removing the input voltage the 
output will be immediately inactive.

Switching-off delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
immediately. With removing the input voltage, the output will be 
inactive after the configured delay.

Clock Pulse/Pause The output acts as a flasher. Either free-running or controlled 
via the corresponding input. The duration of pulse and pause is 
configurable.

Clock Pulse/Cycle The output acts as a pulse generator. Either free-running or 
controlled via the corresponding input. The duration of pulse 
and cycle is configurable.

Switching on wipe pulse,
Switching off wipe pulse

The output generates a single pulse of configurable width, 
independent from the duration of the input signal. Either on 
applying or removing an input voltage.

Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) The time function is switched off. The output follows the 
appropriate input of the remote device. The input of this channel 
is transferred to the appropriate output of the remote device.
For this mode the modules must have programmed 
corresponding IP numbers. The modules recognize one another 
in the network via this IP addresses.

 

Time range 'ms' 100 .. 2000 milliseconds In steps of 100 ms

Time range 's' 1 .. 120 seconds In steps of 1s

Time range 'm' 1 .. 120 minutes In steps of 1 min

Time range 'h' 1 .. 100 hours In steps of 1 h

Ethernet

General information: For the communication with the module via an Ethernet connection it is necessary to assign an IP address to the  
module, which allows to reach it. The IP address can be assigned dynamically from an existing DHCP server (factory default setting)  
or statically by the user. The programming of the IP address can only be performed via the configuration program MFRSETUP. The 
program can be installed either from the CD included in the delivery or after downloading from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. The 
corresponding  input  fields can be  reached via the menu item 'Network'  and must  be transferred to the  module  after  having 
performed the modification (refer to MFRHELP). It has to be observed that the assigning of IP addresses or the changing from  
dynamic to static IPs can only be performed via the MAC address of the module. Therefore, it is necessary that the module is in the  
same network segment as the configuration PC. Depending on the sequence of connecting the module, the MAC address is already  
displayed when opening the configuration mask or after clicking on 'Search for unknown module'  in the selection list.  After 
selecting and clicking on 'Read module data' the input fields are enabled. The further MFR parameters can be assigned via the MAC 
address as well as via the assigned IP address. The parameterization can also be performed via the integrated web server via the 
network by means of a browser if the assigned IP address can be reached from the corresponding network node (a local IP address  
cannot be reached from the Internet without particular provisions). It is possible to use the protocols UDP (Port 65100) or TCP (Port 
65200) for the own applications. The web server uses HTTP (Port 80) by default. 
Remote control mode: If 2 modules are operated in the remote control mode they can be directly connected via a “crossover” cable  
as soon as they were parameterized. However it  is  to be observed the maximum line length (CAT5 about  100m).  If  they are  
connected to an existing network, the distance between the module is only limited by the signal run time. Synchronous signals are 
transmitted at a rate of 5 seconds. If receiving the signals is missing, the modules fall back to the standard mode and switch the 
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outputs to inactive. If  the synchronous signals are received in regular intervals the remote control  mode is started or restared,  
however active inputs do not generate any output signal (restart interlock).
Web server: If the web server is used to modify the functions and parameters it must be ensured that the module can also be  
reached by the browser via the assigned IP address. A login with user name and password is necessary to access the module. Both 
strings can be freely entered during configuration and can only be overwritten each. The factory default setting is 'admin/admin'. 
 

Any technical changes are reserved and performed without further notice.
Published illustrations and general data are noncommittal.

Issue:  11/2011 (xep01r_ba_en) 
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RS232-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XSP01LRS232-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XSP01L

The interface module offers a simple method to connect and control up to eight digital inputs and outputs through a serial RS232 port. Since inputs 
and outputs are separated from the remaining circuitry by optical couplers, signals of industrial controls can be easily connected to a PC or a  
terminal or other devices with serial RS232 ports. The digital inputs and outputs are designed for 24VDC. Logic and decoupled outputs may be  
separately powered. The component is easy-to-mount on common used mounting rails. The electrical connection of digital inputs and outputs is  
made by pluggable cage clamp terminals.

Technical Data
Digital Inputs (8)  I0 .. I7

Voltage
Current
Trigger Level

Optical couplers
0 .. 30VDC
per input channel 4mA @ 24VDC
approx. 4VDC

Digital Outputs (8) O0 .. O7
Voltage
Current

Solid-State-Switch, high side switching
12 .. 30VDC (see supply voltage - 'Load')
per output channel max. 600mA (Resistive Load)

Supply - Logic (Ub)
Voltage
Current
Power Consumption

Rated Voltage 24VDC
8 .. 30VDC
12mA @ 24VDC
280mW @ 24VDC

Supply - Load (Us)
Voltage
Current

Rated Voltage 24VDC
12 .. 30VDC
Sum (IO0 .. IO7) + 4mA @ 24VDC

Status Indicators
Inputs (8)
Outputs (8)
Supply (1)
Heart-Beat (1)
Command (1)

LED indicates an input voltage >2V
LED, connected to the load terminals, indicates the 'ON' state
LED indicates presence of supply voltage (Logic)
LED flashes (Normal: 1Hz, Programming: 2.5Hz, Remote: 0.5Hz)
LED flashes at receipt of a known command

Module Identification Besides the possibility, to assign  an individual name, each module 
contains a unique, unalterable, 12-digit serial number in hexadecimal 
notation.

Dimensions 90mm(L) x 77mm(B) x 40mm(H)
Outer packaging: 115mm(L) x 85mm(B) x 50mm(H)

Fixing Click-on mounting rails TS15 / TS35 / G32

Mounting Position Any desired

Weight 0,175kg

Protecting Type IP00

Ambient Conditions -5 ° C. .. +65 ° C under normal installation conditions (cabinet). In 
constricted spaces a sufficient ventilation (forced air flow) or any other 
cooling method is necessary. In outdoor activities the module should be 
protected with a suitable housing, furthermore with protection against 
direct sunlight, frost and condensation.

RoHS - Conformity The relevant directives will be observed. However, no own analysis will 
carried out. We trust the related statements of suppliers.
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Technical Data
Certifications  in preparation

Communication Parameters (fixed) 9600bps, 8 data bit, 1 stop bit, no parity

Technology Microcontroller and discrete components placed on double-layer PCB. 
By means of an integrated bootloader, the existing firmware can be 
updated at any time via the communication interface.

Connectors
Supply
Inputs/Outputs
RS232

Pluggable Connectors
Pin Header 4pol MCV 0,5/ 4-G-2,5
Pin Header 8pol MCV 0,5/ 8-G-2,5
DSUB9-Socket DE9S (Locking Thread UNC 4/40)

Delivery Contents MFR-Module (configured as I/O-Interface for 8 Channels)
4 Connector 8pol (FK-MC 0,5/8-ST-2,5)
1 Connector 4pol (FK-MC 0,5/4-ST-2,5)
CD 'MFR Tools'
Operating Instructions

Customs Tariff Number (TARIC) 85364110

Country of Origin Germany

Safety Notes
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications which are critical for 
safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery directive 98/37 or its  
amendment is valid, it  is necessary to make sure that the product, after its application , complies with all relevant 
regulations.

Pin Assignment
MCV .. 4 / 8 X6 X4 X5 X2 X3

+ Logic
Ub

+ Output
O0

+ Output
O4

- Input
I3

- Input
I7- - - + +

+ Load
Us

+ Output
O1

+ Output
O5

- Input
I2

- Input
I6- - - + +

+ Output
O2

+ Output
O6

- Input
I1

- Input
I5- - + +

+ Output
O3

+ Output
O7

- Input
I0

- Input
I4- - + +

DSUB DE9S X1

2 TxD Transmitted Data

3 RxD Received Data

5 Gnd Ground 0V

Functions
The following functions pertain to each one channel, ie each of the existing eight channels can perform a different function. The functions can be 
combined. In any case, all input and output signals will transferred to the master control unit via the communication interface, regardless if they 
will received and evaluated. The module can be used as a pure serial interface for processing of inputs and outputs, or operated as stand-alone 
multi-functional and multi-channel relay or in combination..
The times are derived by a divider from a 8-MHz crystal. The accuracy should be sufficient for most technical processes  

I/O – Interface (Factory default settings) Inputs I0 .. I7 are read and Outputs O0 .. O7 are controlled by an external unit 
via the existing communication port. All timing functions are suspended.

Direct The output directly follows the input. All timing functions 
are suspended.

On-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
after the configured delay t1. With removing the input 
voltage the output will be immediately inactive.
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Functions
Off-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 

immediately. With removing the input voltage, the 
output will be inactive after the configured delay t1. The 
delay is only guaranteed if during this time, the supply 
voltage of the module is maintained.

Clock Pulse / Pause The output acts as clock generator. 
Either free-running or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and pause t2 is configurable.

Clock Pulse / Cycle The output acts as clock generator. 
Either free-running  or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and cycle t2 is configurable.

Switching-On Wipe Pulse On applying a voltage to the input, the output generates 
a single pulse of configurable duration t1, independent 
from the duration of the input signal.

Switching-Off Wipe Pulse On removing the voltage from an input, the output 
generates a single pulse of configurable duration t1. 
The pulse duration is only guaranteed if during this time, 
the supply voltage of the module is maintained.

Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) The output follows the appropriate input of the remote 
device. The input of this channel is transferred to the 
appropriate output of the remote device. For this mode, 
two modules have to be connected via a 'crossed' cable 
or a suited  transmission path (modem).

Selection of Functions and Timing Values By means of the supplied setup program (Windows), the functions and timing 
values can be changed.

Timer / Time Ranges
Milliseconds
Seconds
Minutes
Hours

Derived from 8-MHz-Quartz, I/O-Cycle 100ms
100 .. 2000 milliseconds in steps of 100 milliseconds
1 .. 120 seconds in steps of 1 second
1 .. 120 minutes in steps of 1 minute
1 .. 100 hours in steps of 1 hour
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Application 

The  interface  component  offers  a  simple  method   to  control  up  to  eight  digital  inputs  and  outputs  through  a  serial  RS232  
communication port. Since inputs and outputs are separated from the remaining circuitry by optical couplers, signals of industrial  
controls can be easily connected to a PC or a terminal or other devices with serial  communication ports. The digital inputs and  
outputs are designed for 24VDC. Logic and decoupled outputs may be separately powered. The component is easy-to-mount on a 35 
mm-DIN rail. The electrical connection is made by pluggable cage clamp terminals.

Function

Serial to parallel conversion and vice versa will be performed by a PIC16F877 (MicroChip). On a simple command, the standard  
firmware reads the inputs and outputs, and transfers the data to the PC or to a corresponding device. If parameters are transferred  
with the command, the outputs will be set accordingly. Additionally, an automated scan takes place at an interval of 100ms. If there  
is a difference compared to the last status, a notification will be sent automatically. Thus it is possible to easily detect changes on the 
inputs. If special relations between inputs to outputs are required, it is possible to deliver a customized firmware.

Operation

Start-up is quite simple. After connecting the supply voltage (logic) the module is ready for use. For applications where no outputs  
are required, the supply voltage (load) can be omitted. The communication with the module is realized by means of simple ASCII  
code commands at a transfer rate of 9600 bauds (9600,8,N,1) and can be easily executed out of any application, through any serial  
communication port. It is not necessary to use special drivers to operate the module. For checking the communication, any terminal  
program can be used. Ready status is indicated by two LEDs. Whereas the first LED indicates the applied operating voltage, the  
second LED indicates the heart-beat, which is regularly controlled by the processor. The receipt of a command is indicated by one  
more LED..

Operation as MFR module

For  operation  as  a  multifunction  relay  and  programming  the  different  modes,  you need to  install  the  necessary  configuration 
software. The latest version may be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. It is free of charge. Using this tool, it is possible 
to assign special functions to each of the eight channels. As soon as it is configured, the software is no longer needed to operate the  
module. This tool also allows updating the firmware of the MFR module.
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8 inputs 24V, Ri = 5kOhm

8 outputs 24V/600mA, solid state, high side switching

Status display for each input and output

RS232 connector via DSUB9 socket (DCE)

Supply voltage (Logic) 8 .. 30 VDC

Supply voltage (Load) 12 .. 30 VDC

Dimensions: 90mm(L) x 77mm(W) x 40mm(H)

Pluggable cage clamp terminal max. 0.5mm²

DIN rail mounting

Safety notes 
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications  
which are critical for safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!  
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery  
directive 98/37 or its amendment is valid, it is necessary to make sure that the product, after its 
application, complies with all relevant regulations!

http://zeb-automation.de/de2/
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Data communication

Command Parameter Function Return Value

'X' none Reset 'XSP01L' CR

'I' none Reads input status 'I' I.7-4 I.3-0 CR

'O' none Reads output status 'O' O.7-4 O.3-0 CR

'O' '@' + bit7..4  '@' + bit3..0 Sets the output bit7..0 none

others ** with or without No function '?' CR

Command line: Command [Parameter] CR
-----

** There are further commands, assigned for the MFR functions. They return other information! Refer to mfr_api.pdf.

Examples: 
The command 'OAC' followed by return is setting the output bits 4,1,0 to active.

The return information 'I@A' followed by return indicates a signal at the input bit 0.

Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0 Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0

@ 0 0 0 0 H 1 0 0 0

A 0 0 0 1 I 1 0 0 1

B 0 0 1 0 J 1 0 1 0

C 0 0 1 1 K 1 0 1 1

D 0 1 0 0 L 1 1 0 0

E 0 1 0 1 M 1 1 0 1

F 0 1 1 0 N 1 1 1 0

G 0 1 1 1 O 1 1 1 1

Pin assignment

Signal Pin

Isolated Input Bit 0 
I0+

I0-

Isolated Input Bit 1 
I1+

I1-

Isolated Input Bit 2 
I2+

I2-

Isolated Input Bit 3 
I3+

I3-

Isolated Input Bit 4 
I4+

I4-

Isolated Input Bit 5 
I5+

I5-

Isolated Input Bit 6 
I6+

I6-

Isolated Input Bit 7 
I7+

I7-

Pin Signal

Ub+

Ub-
Supply voltage (Logic) 
8 .. 30 VDC

Us+

Us-
Supply voltage (Load) 
12 .. 30 VDC

O0+

O0-

Output Bit 0

Connected to Us-

O1+

O1-

Output Bit 1

Connected to Us-

O2+

O2-

Output Bit 2

Connected to Us-

O3+

O3-

Output Bit 3

Connected to Us-

O4+

O4-

Output Bit 4

Connected to Us-

O5+

O5-

Output Bit 5

Connected to Us-

O6+

O6-

Output Bit 6

Connected to Us-

O7+

O7-

Output Bit 7

Connected to Us-
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DSUB9 socket (DCE)

Pin Signal

1 Data Carrier Detect (NC)

2 * Transmitted Data

3 * Received Data

4 DTE Ready 

5 * Signal Ground

6 DCE Ready

7 Clear to Send

8 Ready to Send

9 Ring Indicator (NC)
* necessary connections

Terminal strips

The left columns designate the 
connections of the lower terminal 
strip from left to right, whereas the 

right columns designate the 
connections of the upper terminal 
strip from left to right, if device is 
mounted as shown in the picture.
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MFR functions

Beside the application as an I/O interface connected to a serial communication RS232 port, it is possible to use the module as a 
multifunction relay. Using a corresponding configuration it is possible  to assign to each of the 8 channels a different function. The 
required programming will be performed by means of the configuration software MFRSETUP (currently available for Windows 
applications). The latest version may be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. As soon as the module is configured, the 
software is no longer needed to operate the device. Programming the appropriate parameters is self-explanatory to the greatest 
possible extent. Additionally there is a comprehensive Windows help, also available as a separate file MFRHELP.

Simple Interface
(Factory setting on delivery)

The MFR functions are disabled. Inputs are read and outputs are 
controlled by an external unit via the serial communication port.

Direct Time function is switched off. The output follows the input.

Switching-on delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active after 
the configured delay. With removing the input voltage the 
output will be immediately inactive.

Switching-off delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
immediately. With removing the input voltage, the output will be 
inactive after the configured delay.

Clock Pulse/Pause The output acts as a flasher. Either free-running or controlled via 
the corresponding input. The duration of pulse and pause is 
configurable.

Clock Pulse/Cycle The output acts as a pulse generator. Either free-running or 
controlled via the corresponding input. The duration of pulse and 
cycle is configurable.

Switching on wipe pulse,
Switching off wipe pulse

The output generates a single pulse of configurable width, 
independent from the duration of the input signal. Either on 
applying or removing an input voltage.

Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) The time function is switched off. The output follows the 
appropriate input of the remote device. The input of this channel 
is transferred to the appropriate output of the remote device.
For this mode of operation, two modules have to be connected 
with a crossover cable or an appropriate transmission link. 

 

Time range 'ms' 100 .. 2000 milliseconds In steps of 100 ms

Time range 's' 1 .. 120 seconds In steps of 1 s

Time range 'm' 1 .. 120 minutes In steps of 1 min

Time range 'h' 1 .. 100 hours In steps of 1 h
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RS232-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XSP01RRS232-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XSP01R

The interface module offers a simple method to connect and control up to eight digital inputs and outputs through a serial RS232 port. Since inputs 
and outputs are separated from the remaining circuitry by optical couplers, signals of industrial controls can be easily connected to a PC or a  
terminal or other devices with serial RS232 ports. The digital inputs are designed for 24VDC. The outputs will switched via potential-free, normally  
open contacts (PCN-124D3) with a switching capacity of 3A @ 24VDC or 3A @ 250VAC. Logic and decoupled outputs may be separately powered. 
The component is easy-to-mount on common used mounting rails. The electrical connection of digital inputs and outputs is made by pluggable 
cage clamp terminals.

Technical Data

Digital Inputs (8)  I0 .. I7
Voltage
Current
Trigger Level

Optical couplers
0 .. 30VDC
per input channel 4mA @ 24VDC
approx. 4VDC

Digital Outputs (8) O0 .. O7
Contact Rating
Minimum Contact Load
Mechanical Endurance

Relays, PCN-124D3MHZ (Coil 24VDC) by Tyco
3A @ 30VDC, 3A @ 250VAC
1mA / 5VDC
min. 20 x 106  cycles

Supply - Logic (Ub)
Voltage
Current
Power Consumption

Rated Voltage 24VDC
8 .. 30VDC
12mA @ 24VDC
280mW @ 24VDC

Supply - Relays (Us)
Voltage
Current

Rated Voltage 24VDC
18 .. 30VDC
Number of activated relays x 6.2mA @ 24VDC (max 50mA @ 24VDC)

Status Indicators
Inputs (8)
Outputs (8)
Supply (1)
Heart-Beat (1)
Command (1)

LED indicates an input voltage >2V
LED, connected to the relay coil, indicates the 'ON' state
LED indicates presence of supply voltage (Logic)
LED flashes (Normal: 1Hz, Programming: 2.5Hz, Remote: 0.5Hz)
LED flashes at receipt of a known command

Module Identification Besides the possibility, to assign  an individual name, each module 
contains a unique, unalterable, 12-digit serial number in hexadecimal 
notation.

Dimensions 90mm(L) x 77mm(B) x 40mm(H)
Outer packaging: 115mm(L) x 85mm(B) x 50mm(H)

Fixing Click-on mounting rails TS15 / TS35 / G32

Mounting Position Any desired

Weight 0,175kg

Protecting Type IP00

Ambient Conditions -5 ° C. .. +65 ° C under normal installation conditions (cabinet). In 
constricted spaces a sufficient ventilation (forced air flow) or any other 
cooling method is necessary. In outdoor activities the module should be 
protected with a suitable housing, furthermore with protection against 
direct sunlight, frost and condensation.
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Technical Data
RoHS - Conformity The relevant directives will be observed. However, no own analysis will 

carried out. We trust the related statements of suppliers.

Certifications  in preparation

Communication Parameters (fixed) 9600bps, 8 data bit, 1 stop bit, no parity

Technology Microcontroller and discrete components placed on double-layer PCB. 
By means of an integrated bootloader, the existing firmware can be 
updated at any time via the communication interface.

Connectors
Supply
Inputs/Outputs
RS232

Pluggable Connectors
Pin Header 4pol MCV 0,5/ 4-G-2,5
Pin Header 8pol MCV 0,5/ 8-G-2,5
DSUB9-Socket DE9S (Locking Thread UNC 4/40)

Delivery Contents MFR-Module (configured as I/O-Interface for 8 Channels)
4 Connector 8pol (FK-MC 0,5/8-ST-2,5)
1 Connector 4pol (FK-MC 0,5/4-ST-2,5)
CD 'MFR Tools'
Operating Instructions

Customs Tariff Number (TARIC) 85364110

Country of Origin Germany

Safety Notes
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications which are critical for 
safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery directive 98/37 or its  
amendment is valid, it  is necessary to make sure that the product, after its application , complies with all relevant 
regulations.

Pin Assignment
MCV .. 4 / 8 X6 X4 X5 X2 X3

+ Logic
Ub

Output
O0

Output
O4

- Input
I3

- Input
I7- + +

+ Relays
Us

Output
O1

Output
O5

- Input
I2

- Input
I6- + +

Output
O2

Output
O6

- Input
I1

- Input
I5+ +

Output
O3

Output
O7

- Input
I0

- Input
I4+ +

DSUB DE9S X1

2 TxD Transmitted Data

3 RxD Received Data

5 Gnd Ground 0V

Functions
The following functions pertain to each one channel, ie each of the existing eight channels can perform a different function. The functions can be 
combined. In any case, all input and output signals will transferred to the master control unit via the communication interface, regardless if they 
will received and evaluated. The module can be used as a pure serial interface for processing of inputs and outputs, or operated as stand-alone 
multi-functional and multi-channel relay or in combination..
The times are derived by a divider from a 8-MHz crystal. The accuracy should be sufficient for most technical processes  

I/O – Interface (Factory default settings) Inputs I0 .. I7 are read and Outputs O0 .. O7 are controlled by an external unit 
via the existing communication port. All timing functions are suspended.

Direct The output directly follows the input. All timing functions 
are suspended.

On-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
after the configured delay t1. With removing the input 
voltage the output will be immediately inactive.
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Functions
Off-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 

immediately. With removing the input voltage, the 
output will be inactive after the configured delay t1. The 
delay is only guaranteed if during this time, the supply 
voltage of the module is maintained.

Clock Pulse / Pause The output acts as clock generator. 
Either free-running or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and pause t2 is configurable.

Clock Pulse / Cycle The output acts as clock generator. 
Either free-running  or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and cycle t2 is configurable.

Switching-On Wipe Pulse On applying a voltage to the input, the output generates 
a single pulse of configurable duration t1, independent 
from the duration of the input signal.

Switching-Off Wipe Pulse On removing the voltage from an input, the output 
generates a single pulse of configurable duration t1. 
The pulse duration is only guaranteed if during this time, 
the supply voltage of the module is maintained.

Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) The output follows the appropriate input of the remote 
device. The input of this channel is transferred to the 
appropriate output of the remote device. For this mode, 
two modules have to be connected via a 'crossed' cable 
or a suited  transmission path (modem).

Selection of Functions and Timing Values By means of the supplied setup program (Windows), the functions and timing 
values can be changed.

Timer / Time Ranges
Milliseconds
Seconds
Minutes
Hours

Derived from 8-MHz-Quartz, I/O-Cycle 100ms
100 .. 2000 milliseconds in steps of 100 milliseconds
1 .. 120 seconds in steps of 1 second
1 .. 120 minutes in steps of 1 minute
1 .. 100 hours in steps of 1 hour
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Application

The  interface  component  offers  a  simple  method   to  control  up  to  eight  digital  inputs  and  outputs  through  a  serial  RS232  
communication port. Since inputs and outputs are separated from the remaining circuitry by optical couplers, signals of industrial  
controls can be easily connected to a PC or a terminal  or other devices with serial  communication ports.  The digital  inputs are 
designed for 24VDC. The outputs are potential free normally open contacts, by Tyco PCN124D3MHZ, with a switching capacity of 
3A@30VDC respectively 3A@250VAC. Logic and decoupled outputs may be separately powered. The component is easy-to-mount on 
a 35 mm-DIN rail. The electrical connection is made by pluggable cage clamp terminals.

Function

Serial to parallel conversion and vice versa will  be performed by a PIC16F877 (MicroChip). On a simple command, the standard  
firmware reads the inputs and outputs, and transfers the data to the PC or to a corresponding device. If parameters are transferred  
with the command, the outputs will be set accordingly. Additionally, an automated scan takes place at an interval of 100ms. If there 
is a difference compared to the last status, a notification will be sent automatically. Thus it is possible to easily detect changes on the 
inputs. If special relations between inputs to outputs are required, it is possible to deliver a customized firmware.

Operation

Start-up is quite simple. After connecting the supply voltage (logic) the module is ready for use. For applications where no outputs  
are required, the supply voltage (load) can be omitted. The communication with the module is realized by means of simple ASCII  
code commands at a transfer rate of 9600 bauds (9600,8,N,1) and can be easily executed out of any application, through any serial  
communication port. It is not necessary to use special drivers to operate the module. For checking the communication, any terminal  
program can be used. Ready status is indicated by two LEDs. Whereas the first LED indicates the applied operating voltage, the  
second LED indicates the heart-beat, which is regularly controlled by the processor. The receipt of a command is indicated by one  
more LED..

Operation as MFR module

For  operation  as  a  multifunction  relay  and  programming  the  different  modes,  you  need  to  install  the  necessary  configuration 
software. The latest version may be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. It is free of charge. Using this tool, it is possible 
to assign special functions to each of the eight channels. As soon as it is configured, the software is no longer needed to operate the  
module. This tool also allows updating the firmware of the MFR module.
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8 Inputs 24V, Ri = 5kOhm

8 Output relays (Tyco PCN124D3MHZ)

Status display for each input and output

RS232 connector via DSUB9 socket (DCE)

Supply voltage (Logic) 8 .. 30 VDC

Supply voltage (Relays) 18 .. 30 VDC

Dimensions: 90mm(L) x 77mm(W) x 40mm(H)

Pluggable cage clamp terminal max. 0,5mm²

DIN rail mounting

Safety notes 
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications  
which are critical for safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!  
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery  
directive 98/37 or its amendment is valid, it is necessary to make sure that the product, after its 
application, complies with all relevant regulations!

http://zeb-automation.de/de2/
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Data communication

Command Parameter Function Return Value

'X' none Reset 'XSP01R' CR

'I' none Reads input status 'I' I.7-4 I.3-0 CR

'O' none Reads output status 'O' O.7-4 O.3-0 CR

'O' '@' + bit7..4  '@' + bit3..0 Set the outputs bit7..0 none

others ** with or without No function '?' CR

Command line: Command [Parameter] CR
-----

** There are further commands, assigned for the MFR functions. They return other information! Refer to mfr_api.pdf. 

Examples: 
The command 'OAC' followed by Return is setting the output bits 4,1,0 to active.

The return value 'I@A' followed by Return indicates a signal at input bit 0.

Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0 Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0

@ 0 0 0 0 H 1 0 0 0

A 0 0 0 1 I 1 0 0 1

B 0 0 1 0 J 1 0 1 0

C 0 0 1 1 K 1 0 1 1

D 0 1 0 0 L 1 1 0 0

E 0 1 0 1 M 1 1 0 1

F 0 1 1 0 N 1 1 1 0

G 0 1 1 1 O 1 1 1 1

Pin assignment

Signal Pin

Isolated Input Bit 0
I0+

I0-

Isolated Input Bit 1
I1+

I1-

Isolated Input Bit 2
I2+

I2-

Isolated Input Bit 3
I3+

I3-

Isolated Input Bit 4
I4+

I4-

Isolated Input Bit 5
I5+

I5-

Isolated Input Bit 6
I6+

I6-

Isolated Input Bit 7
I7+

I7-

Pin Signal

Ub+

Ub-
Supply voltage (Logic)
8 .. 30 VDC

Us+

Us-
Supply voltage (Relays) 
18 .. 30 VDC

O0

O0
Output Bit 0

O1

O1
Output Bit 1

O2

O2
Output Bit 2

O3

O3
Output Bit 3

O4

O4
Output Bit 4

O5

O5
Output Bit 5

O6

O6
Output Bit 6

O7

O7
Output Bit 7
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DSub9-Socket (DCE)

Pin Signal

1 Data Carrier Detect (NC)

2 * Transmitted Data

3 * Received Data

4 DTE Ready 

5 * Signal Ground

6 DCE Ready

7 Clear to Send

8 Ready to Send

9 Ring Indicator (NC)
* necessary connections

Terminal strips

The left columns designate the 
connections of the lower terminal 
strip from left to right, whereas the 

right columns designate the 
connections of the upper terminal 
strip from left to right, if device is 
mounted as shown in the picture.
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MFR Functions

Beside the application as an I/O interface connected to a serial communication RS232 port, it is possible to use the module as a  
multifunction relay. Using a corresponding configuration it is possible  to assign to each of the 8 channels a different function. The 
required programming  will  be  performed by means of  the configuration software  MFRSETUP (currently  available  for  Windows 
applications). The latest version may be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. As soon as the module is configured, the 
software is no longer needed to operate the device. Programming the appropriate parameters is self-explanatory to the greatest  
possible extent. Additionally there is a comprehensive Windows help, also available as a separate file MFRHELP.

Simple Interface
(Factory setting on delivery)

The MFR functions are  disabled. Inputs are read and outputs 
are controlled by an external unit via the serial communication 
port.

Direct Time functions are disabled. The output follows the input.

Switching-on delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active after 
the configured delay. With removing the input voltage the 
output will be immediately inactive.

Switching-off delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
immediately. With removing the input voltage, the output will be 
inactive after the configured delay.

Clock Pulse/Pause The output acts as a flasher. Either free-running or controlled 
via the corresponding input. The duration of pulse and pause is 
configurable.

Clock Pulse/Cycle The output acts as a pulse generator. Either free-running or 
controlled via the corresponding input. The duration of pulse 
and cycle is configurable.

Switching on wipe pulse,
Switching off wipe pulse

The output generates a single pulse of configurable width, 
independent from the duration of the input signal. Either on 
applying or removing an input voltage.

Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) The time functions are disabled. The output follows the 
appropriate input of the remote device. The input of this channel 
is transferred to the appropriate output of the remote device.
For this mode of operation, two modules have to be connected 
with a crossover cable or an appropriate transmission link. 

 

Time range 'ms' 100 .. 2000 milliseconds In steps of 100 ms

Time range 's' 1 .. 120 seconds In steps of 1 s

Time range 'm' 1 .. 120 minutes In steps of 1 min

Time range 'h' 1 .. 100 hours In steps of 1 h
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USB-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XUP01LUSB-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XUP01L

The interface module offers a simple method to connect and control up to eight digital inputs and outputs through a serial USB-Port. Since inputs 
and outputs are separated from the remaining circuitry by optical couplers, signals of industrial controls can be easily connected to a PC or a  
terminal or other devices with USB-Ports. The digital inputs and outputs are designed for 24VDC. Logic and decoupled outputs may be separately  
powered. The component is easy-to-mount on common used mounting rails. The electrical connection of digital inputs and outputs is made by 
pluggable cage clamp terminals.

Technical Data

Digital Inputs (8)  I0 .. I7
Voltage
Current
Trigger Level

Optical couplers
0 .. 30VDC
per input channel 4mA @ 24VDC
approx. 4VDC

Digital Outputs (8) O0 .. O7
Voltage
Current

Solid-State-Switch, high side switching
12 .. 30VDC (see supply voltage - 'Load')
per output channel max. 600mA (Resistive Load)

Supply - Logic (Ub)
Voltage
Current
Power Consumption

Rated Voltage 24VDC
8 .. 30VDC
12mA @ 24VDC
280mW @ 24VDC

Supply - Load (Us)
Voltage
Current

Rated Voltage 24VDC
12 .. 30VDC
Sum (IO0 .. IO7) + 4mA @ 24VDC

Status Indicators
Inputs (8)
Outputs (8)
Supply (1)
Heart-Beat (1)
Command (1)

LED indicates an input voltage >2V
LED, connected to the load terminals, indicates the 'ON' state
LED indicates presence of supply voltage (Logic)
LED flashes (Normal: 1Hz, Programming: 2.5Hz, Remote: 0.5Hz)
LED flashes at receipt of a known command

Module Identification Besides the possibility, to assign  an individual name, each module 
contains a unique, unalterable, 12-digit serial number in hexadecimal 
notation.

Dimensions 90mm(L) x 77mm(B) x 40mm(H)
Outer packaging: 115mm(L) x 85mm(B) x 50mm(H)

Fixing Click-on mounting rails TS15 / TS35 / G32

Mounting Position Any desired

Weight 0,175kg

Protecting Type IP00

Ambient Conditions -5 ° C. .. +65 ° C under normal installation conditions (cabinet). In 
constricted spaces a sufficient ventilation (forced air flow) or any other 
cooling method is necessary. In outdoor activities the module should be 
protected with a suitable housing, furthermore with protection against 
direct sunlight, frost and condensation.

RoHS - Conformity The relevant directives will be observed. However, no own analysis will 
carried out. We trust the related statements of suppliers.
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Technical Data
Certifications  in preparation

USB-Converter FTDI-Chip FT232R
The necessary drivers are available on the included CD. Before the 
module can be used as an I/O-Interface, the matching drivers have to 
be installed. Communication is done via a virtual Com-Port.

Communication Parameters (fixed, for virtual Com-Port) 9600bps, 8 data bit, 1 stop bit, no parity

Technology Microcontroller and discrete components placed on double-layer PCB. 
By means of an integrated bootloader, the existing firmware can be 
updated at any time via the communication interface.

Connectors
Supply
Inputs/Outputs
RS232

Pluggable Connectors
Pin Header 4pol MCV 0,5/ 4-G-2,5
Pin Header 8pol MCV 0,5/ 8-G-2,5
DSUB9-Socket DE9S (Locking Thread UNC 4/40)

Delivery Contents MFR-Module (configured as I/O-Interface for 8 Channels)
4 Connector 8pol (FK-MC 0,5/8-ST-2,5)
1 Connector 4pol (FK-MC 0,5/4-ST-2,5)
CD 'MFR Tools'
Operating Instructions

Customs Tariff Number (TARIC) 85364110

Country of Origin Germany

Safety Notes
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications which are critical for 
safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery directive 98/37 or its  
amendment is valid, it  is necessary to make sure that the product, after its application , complies with all relevant 
regulations.

Pin Assignment
MCV .. 4 / 8 X6 X4 X5 X2 X3

+ Logic
Ub

+ Output
O0

+ Output
O4

- Input
I3

- Input
I7- - - + +

+ Load
Us

+ Output
O1

+ Output
O5

- Input
I2

- Input
I6- - - + +

+ Output
O2

+ Output
O6

- Input
I1

- Input
I5- - + +

+ Output
O3

+ Output
O7

- Input
I0

- Input
I4- - + +

USB-B X1

1 VCC

2 D-

3 D+

4 GND

Schirm Masse

Functions
The following functions pertain to each one channel, ie each of the existing eight channels can perform a different function. The functions can be 
combined. In any case, all input and output signals will transferred to the master control unit via the communication interface, regardless if they 
will received and evaluated. The module can be used as a pure interface for processing of inputs and outputs, or operated as stand-alone multi-
functional and multi-channel relay or in combination..
The times are derived by a divider from a 8-MHz crystal. The accuracy should be sufficient for most technical processes  

I/O – Interface (Factory default settings) Inputs I0 .. I7 are read and Outputs O0 .. O7 are controlled by an external unit 
via the existing communication port. All timing functions are suspended.
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Functions
Direct The output directly follows the input. All timing functions 

are suspended.

On-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
after the configured delay t1. With removing the input 
voltage the output will be immediately inactive.

Off-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
immediately. With removing the input voltage, the 
output will be inactive after the configured delay t1. The 
delay is only guaranteed if during this time, the supply 
voltage of the module is maintained.

Clock Pulse / Pause The output acts as clock generator. 
Either free-running or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and pause t2 is configurable.

Clock Pulse / Cycle The output acts as clock generator. 
Either free-running  or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and cycle t2 is configurable.

Switching-On Wipe Pulse On applying a voltage to the input, the output generates 
a single pulse of configurable duration t1, independent 
from the duration of the input signal.

Switching-Off Wipe Pulse On removing the voltage from an input, the output 
generates a single pulse of configurable duration t1. 
The pulse duration is only guaranteed if during this time, 
the supply voltage of the module is maintained.

Selection of Functions and Timing Values By means of the supplied setup program (Windows), the functions and timing 
values can be changed.

Timer / Time Ranges
Milliseconds
Seconds
Minutes
Hours

Derived from 8-MHz-Quartz, I/O-Cycle 100ms
100 .. 2000 milliseconds in steps of 100 milliseconds
1 .. 120 seconds in steps of 1 second
1 .. 120 minutes in steps of 1 minute
1 .. 100 hours in steps of 1 hour
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Application 

The interface component offers a simple method  to control up to eight digital inputs and outputs through a serial USB port. Since  
inputs  and  outputs  are  separated  from the  remaining  circuitry  by  optical  couplers,  signals  of  industrial  controls  can  be  easily  
connected to a PC or a terminal or other devices with USB ports. The digital inputs and outputs are designed for 24VDC. Logic and  
decoupled outputs may be separately powered. The component is easy-to-mount on a 35 mm-DIN rail. The electrical connection is  
made by pluggable cage clamp terminals.

Function

Serial to parallel conversion and vice versa will be performed by a PIC16F877 (MicroChip). To comply with the USB communication  
requirements, a FT232C controller (FTDI) is placed in front of the PIC. On a simple command, the standard firmware reads the inputs  
and outputs, and transfers the data to the PC or to a corresponding device. If parameters are transferred with the command, the  
outputs will be set accordingly. Additionally, an automated scan takes place at an interval of 100ms. If there is a difference compared  
to the last status, a notification will  be sent automatically. Thus it is possible to easily detect changes on the inputs. If  special  
relations between inputs to outputs are required, it is possible to deliver a customized firmware.

Operation

Start-up is quite simple. After connecting the supply voltage (logic) the module is ready for use. For applications where no outputs  
are required, the supply voltage (load) can be omitted. The communication with the module is realized by means of simple ASCII-
code commands and can be easily executed out of any application through any serial communication port. But it is mandatory to  
install an USB driver,  corresponding to the operating system in order to set up the virtual serial communication port. The drivers  
(Windows, Linux and Mac) are located on the CD or they can be downloaded from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. The knowledge for 
driver installations is assumed. For checking the communication, any terminal program can be used. Ready status is indicated by two 
LEDs. Whereas the first LED indicates the applied operating voltage, the second LED indicates the hearbeat signal, which is regularly  
controlled by the processor. The receipt of a command is indicated by one more LED.

Operation as MFR module

For  operation  as  a  multifunction  relay  and  programming  the  different  modes,  you need to  install  the  necessary  configuration 
software. The latest version may be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. It is free of charge. Using this tool, it is possible 
to assign special functions to each of the eight channels. As soon as it is configured, the software is no longer needed to operate the  
module. This tool also allows updating the firmware of the MFR module.
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8 inputs 24V, Ri = 5kOhm

8 outputs 24V/600mA, solid state, high side switching

Status display for each input and output

USB connector via USB-B

Supply voltage (Logic) 8 .. 30 VDC

Supply voltage (Load) 12 .. 30 VDC

Dimensions: 90mm(L) x 77mm(W) x 40mm(H)

Pluggable cage clamp terminal max. 0.5mm²

DIN rail mounting

Safety notes 
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications  
which are critical for safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!  
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery  
directive 98/37 or its amendment is valid, it is necessary to make sure that the product, after its 
application, complies with all relevant regulations!

http://zeb-automation.de/de2/
http://zeb-automation.de/de2/
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Data communication

Command Parameter Function Return Value

'X' none Reset 'XUP01L' CR

'I' none Reads input status 'I' I.7-4 I.3-0 CR

'O' none Reads output status 'O' O.7-4 O.3-0 CR

'O' '@' + bit7..4  '@' + bit3..0 Sets the output bit7..0 none

others ** with or without No function '?' CR

Command line: Command [Parameter] CR
-----

** There are further commands assigned for the MFR functions. They return other informations! Refer to mfr_api.pdf.

Examples: 
The command 'OAC' followed by return is setting the output bits 4, 1, and 0 to active.
The return information 'I@A' followed by return indicates a signal at the input bit 0.

Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0 Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0

@ 0 0 0 0 H 1 0 0 0

A 0 0 0 1 I 1 0 0 1

B 0 0 1 0 J 1 0 1 0

C 0 0 1 1 K 1 0 1 1

D 0 1 0 0 L 1 1 0 0

E 0 1 0 1 M 1 1 0 1

F 0 1 1 0 N 1 1 1 0

G 0 1 1 1 O 1 1 1 1

Pin assignment

Signal Pin

Isolated Input Bit 0 
I0+

I0-

Isolated Input Bit 1 
I1+

I1-

Isolated Input Bit 2
I2+

I2-

Isolated Input Bit 3 
I3+

I3-

Isolated Input Bit 4 
I4+

I4-

Isolated Input Bit 5 
I5+

I5-

Isolated Input Bit 6 
I6+

I6-

Isolated Input Bit 7 
I7+

I7-

Pin Signal

Ub+

Ub-
Supply voltage (Logic)
8 .. 30 VDC

Us+

Us-
Supply voltage (Load)
12 .. 30 VDC

O0+

O0-

Output Bit 0

Connected to Us-

O1+

O1-

Output Bit 1

Connected to Us-

O2+

O2-

Output Bit 2

Connected to Us-

O3+

O3-

Output Bit 3

Connected to Us-

O4+

O4-

Output Bit 4

Connected to Us-

O5+

O5-

Output Bit 5

Connected to Us-

O6+

O6-

Output Bit 6

Connected to Us-

O7+

O7-

Output Bit 7

Connected to Us-
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USB-B port

Pin Signal

1 VCC (Load ~ 1mA)

2 USBDM

3 USBDP

4 GND

5 GND

Terminal strips

The left columns designate the 
connections of the lower terminal 
strip from left to right, whereas the 

right columns designate the 
connections of the upper terminal 
strip from left to right, if device is 
mounted as shown in the picture.
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MFR functions

Beside the application as an I/O interface connected to an USB port, it is possible to use the module as a  multifunction relay. Using a  
corresponding configuration it is possible  to assign to each of the 8 channels a different function. The required programming will be  
performed by means of the configuration software MFRSETUP (currently available for Windows applications). The latest version may 
be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. As soon as the module is configured, the software is no longer needed to operate 
the device. Programming  the  appropriate  parameters  is  self-explanatory  to the  greatest possible  extent.  Additionally  there is a 
comprehensive Windows help, also available as a separate file MFRHELP.

Simple Interface
(Factory setting on delivery)

The MFR functions are disabled. Inputs are read and outputs are 
controlled by an external unit via the USB port.

Direct Time function is disdabled. The output directly follows the input.

Switching-on delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active after 
the configured delay. With removing the input voltage the 
output will be immediately inactive.

Switching-off delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
immediately. With removing the input voltage, the output will be 
inactive after the configured delay.

Clock Pulse/Pause The output acts as a flasher. Either free-running or controlled 
via the corresponding input. The duration of pulse and pause is 
configurable.

Clock Pulse/Cycle The output acts as a pulse generator. Either free-running or 
controlled via the corresponding input. The duration of pulse 
and cycle is configurable.

Switching on wipe pulse,
Switching off wipe pulse

The output generates a single pulse of configurable width, 
independent from the duration of the input signal. Either on 
applying or removing an input voltage.

 

Time range 'ms' 100 .. 2000 milliseconds In steps of 100 ms

Time range 's' 1 .. 120 seconds In steps of 1s

Time range 'm' 1 .. 120 minutes In steps of 1 min

Time range 'h' 1 .. 100 hours In steps of 1 h
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USB-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XUP01RUSB-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XUP01R

The interface module offers a simple method to connect and control up to eight digital inputs and outputs through a serial USB-Port. Since inputs 
and outputs are separated from the remaining circuitry by optical couplers, signals of industrial controls can be easily connected to a PC or a  
terminal or other devices with USB-Ports. The digital inputs are designed for 24VDC. The outputs will switched via potential-free, normally open  
contacts (PCN-124D3) with a switching capacity of 3A @ 24VDC or 3A @ 250VAC. Logic and decoupled outputs may be separately powered. The 
component is easy-to-mount on common used mounting rails. The electrical connection of digital inputs and outputs is made by pluggable cage  
clamp terminals.

Technical Data

Digital Inputs (8)  I0 .. I7
Voltage
Current
Trigger Level

Optical couplers
0 .. 30VDC
per input channel 4mA @ 24VDC
approx. 4VDC

Digital Outputs (8) O0 .. O7
Contact Rating
Minimum Contact Load
Mechanical Endurance

Relays, PCN-124D3MHZ (Coil 24VDC) by Tyco
3A @ 30VDC, 3A @ 250VAC
1mA / 5VDC
min. 20 x 106  cycles

Supply - Logic (Ub)
Voltage
Current
Power Consumption

Rated Voltage 24VDC
8 .. 30VDC
12mA @ 24VDC
280mW @ 24VDC

Supply - Relays (Us)
Voltage
Current

Rated Voltage 24VDC
18 .. 30VDC
Number of activated relays x 6.2mA @ 24VDC (max 50mA @ 24VDC)

Status Indicators
Inputs (8)
Outputs (8)
Supply (1)
Heart-Beat (1)
Command (1)

LED indicates an input voltage >2V
LED, connected to the relay coil, indicates the 'ON' state
LED indicates presence of supply voltage (Logic)
LED flashes (Normal: 1Hz, Programming: 2.5Hz, Remote: 0.5Hz)
LED flashes at receipt of a known command

Module Identification Besides the possibility, to assign  an individual name, each module 
contains a unique, unalterable, 12-digit serial number in hexadecimal 
notation.

Dimensions 90mm(L) x 77mm(B) x 40mm(H)
Outer packaging: 115mm(L) x 85mm(B) x 50mm(H)

Fixing Click-on mounting rails TS15 / TS35 / G32

Mounting Position Any desired

Weight 0,175kg

Protecting Type IP00

Ambient Conditions -5 ° C. .. +65 ° C under normal installation conditions (cabinet). In 
constricted spaces a sufficient ventilation (forced air flow) or any other 
cooling method is necessary. In outdoor activities the module should be 
protected with a suitable housing, furthermore with protection against 
direct sunlight, frost and condensation.
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Technical Data
RoHS - Conformity The relevant directives will be observed. However, no own analysis will 

carried out. We trust the related statements of suppliers.

Certifications  in preparation

USB-Converter FTDI-Chip FT232R
The necessary drivers are available on the included CD. Before the 
module can be used as an I/O-Interface, the matching drivers have to 
be installed. Communication is done via a virtual Com-Port.

Communication Parameters (fixed, for virtual Com-Port) 9600bps, 8 data bit, 1 stop bit, no parity

Technology Microcontroller and discrete components placed on double-layer PCB. 
By means of an integrated bootloader, the existing firmware can be 
updated at any time via the communication interface.

Connectors
Supply
Inputs/Outputs
RS232

Pluggable Connectors
Pin Header 4pol MCV 0,5/ 4-G-2,5
Pin Header 8pol MCV 0,5/ 8-G-2,5
DSUB9-Socket DE9S (Locking Thread UNC 4/40)

Delivery Contents MFR-Module (configured as I/O-Interface for 8 Channels)
4 Connector 8pol (FK-MC 0,5/8-ST-2,5)
1 Connector 4pol (FK-MC 0,5/4-ST-2,5)
CD 'MFR Tools'
Operating Instructions

Customs Tariff Number (TARIC) 85364110

Country of Origin Germany

Safety Notes
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications which are critical for 
safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery directive 98/37 or its  
amendment is valid, it  is necessary to make sure that the product,  after its  application ,  complies with all relevant 
regulations.

Pin Assignment
MCV .. 4 / 8 X6 X4 X5 X2 X3

+ Logic
Ub

Output
O0

Output
O4

- Input
I3

- Input
I7- + +

+ Relays
Us

Output
O1

Output
O5

- Input
I2

- Input
I6- + +

Output
O2

Output
O6

- Input
I1

- Input
I5+ +

Output
O3

Output
O7

- Input
I0

- Input
I4+ +

USB-B X1

1 VCC

2 D-

3 D+

4 GND

Shield Ground

Functions
The following functions pertain to each one channel, ie each of the existing eight channels can perform a different function. The functions can be 
combined. In any case, all input and output signals will transferred to the master control unit via the communication interface, regardless if they 
will received and evaluated. The module can be used as a pure interface for processing of inputs and outputs, or operated as stand-alone multi-
functional and multi-channel relay or in combination..
The times are derived by a divider from a 8-MHz crystal. The accuracy should be sufficient for most technical processes  

I/O – Interface (Factory default settings) Inputs I0 .. I7 are read and Outputs O0 .. O7 are controlled by an external unit 
via the existing communication port. All timing functions are suspended.
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Functions
Direct The output directly follows the input. All timing functions 

are suspended.

On-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
after the configured delay t1. With removing the input 
voltage the output will be immediately inactive.

Off-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
immediately. With removing the input voltage, the 
output will be inactive after the configured delay t1. The 
delay is only guaranteed if during this time, the supply 
voltage of the module is maintained.

Clock Pulse / Pause The output acts as clock generator. 
Either free-running or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and pause t2 is configurable.

Clock Pulse / Cycle The output acts as clock generator. 
Either free-running  or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and cycle t2 is configurable.

Switching-On Wipe Pulse On applying a voltage to the input, the output generates 
a single pulse of configurable duration t1, independent 
from the duration of the input signal.

Switching-Off Wipe Pulse On removing the voltage from an input, the output 
generates a single pulse of configurable duration t1. 
The pulse duration is only guaranteed if during this time, 
the supply voltage of the module is maintained.

Selection of Functions and Timing Values By means of the supplied setup program (Windows), the functions and timing 
values can be changed.

Timer / Time Ranges
Milliseconds
Seconds
Minutes
Hours

Derived from 8-MHz-Quartz, I/O-Cycle 100ms
100 .. 2000 milliseconds in steps of 100 milliseconds
1 .. 120 seconds in steps of 1 second
1 .. 120 minutes in steps of 1 minute
1 .. 100 hours in steps of 1 hour
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Operating instructions XUP01R

Application

The interface component offers a simple method  to control up to eight digital inputs and outputs through a serial USB port. Since  
inputs  and  outputs  are  separated  from the  remaining  circuitry  by optical  couplers,  signals  of  industrial  controls  can  be  easily  
connected to a PC or a terminal or other devices with USB ports. The digital inputs are designed for 24VDC. The outputs are potential 
free normally open contacts, by Tyco PCN124D3MHZ, with a switching capacity of 3A@30VDC respectively 3A@250VAC.  Logic and 
decoupled outputs may be separately powered. The component is easy-to-mount on a 35 mm-DIN rail. The electrical connection is  
made by pluggable cage clamp terminals.. 

Function

Serial to parallel conversion and vice versa will be performed by a PIC16F877 (MicroChip). To comply with the USB communication  
requirements, a FT232C controller (FTDI) is placed in front of the PIC. On a simple command, the standard firmware reads the inputs  
and outputs, and transfers the data to the PC or to a corresponding device. If parameters are transferred with the command, the  
outputs will be set accordingly. Additionally, an automated scan takes place at an interval of 100ms. If there is a difference compared  
to the last status, a notification will  be sent automatically. Thus it is possible to easily detect changes on the inputs. If special  
relations between inputs to outputs are required, it is possible to deliver a customized firmware.

Operation

Start-up is quite simple. After connecting the supply voltage (logic) the module is ready for use. For applications where no outputs  
are required, the supply voltage (load) can be omitted. The communication with the module is realized by means of simple ASCII-
code commands and can be easily executed out of any application through any serial communication port. But it is mandatory to  
install an USB driver,  corresponding to the operating system in order to set up the virtual serial communication port. The drivers  
(Windows, Linux and Mac) are located on the CD or they can be downloaded from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. The knowledge for 
driver installations is assumed. For checking the communication, any terminal program can be used. Ready status is indicated by two 
LEDs. Whereas the first LED indicates the applied operating voltage, the second LED indicates the hearbeat signal, which is regularly  
controlled by the processor. The receipt of a command is indicated by one more LED.

Operation as MFR module

For  operation  as  a  multifunction  relay  and  programming  the  different  modes,  you  need  to  install  the  necessary  configuration 
software. The latest version may be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. It is free of charge. Using this tool, it is possible 
to assign special functions to each of the eight channels. As soon as it is configured, the software is no longer needed to operate the  
module. This tool also allows updating the firmware of the MFR module.
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8 Inputs 24V, Ri = 5kOhm

8 Output Relays (Tyco PCN124D3MHZ)

Status indicators for each input and output

USB connector via USB-B 

Supply voltage (Logic) 8 .. 30 VDC

Supply voltage (Relays) 18 .. 30 VDC

Dimensions: 90mm(L) x 77mm(W) x 40mm(H)

Pluggable cage clamp terminals max. 0,5mm²

DIN rail mounting

Safety notes 
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications  
which are critical for safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!  
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery  
directive 98/37 or its amendment is valid, it is necessary to make sure that the product, after its 
application, complies with all relevant regulations!

http://zeb-automation.de/de2/
http://zeb-automation.de/de2/
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Data communication

Command Parameter Function Return Value

'X' none Reset 'XUP01R' CR

'I' none Reads input bits 'I' I.7-4 I.3-0 CR

'O' none Reads output bits 'O' O.7-4 O.3-0 CR

'O' '@' + bit7..4  '@' + bit3..0 Sets the output bits 7..0 none

others ** With or without No Function '?' CR

Command line: Command [Parameter] CR(0Dh)
-----

** There are further commands, assigned for the MFR functions. They return other information! Refer to mfr_api.pdf.

Examples: 
The command line 'OAC' followed by CR(0Dh) is setting the output bits 4,1,0 to active.

The return value 'I@A' followed by  CR(0Dh) indicates a signal input bit 0.

Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0 Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0

@ 0 0 0 0 H 1 0 0 0

A 0 0 0 1 I 1 0 0 1

B 0 0 1 0 J 1 0 1 0

C 0 0 1 1 K 1 0 1 1

D 0 1 0 0 L 1 1 0 0

E 0 1 0 1 M 1 1 0 1

F 0 1 1 0 N 1 1 1 0

G 0 1 1 1 O 1 1 1 1

Pin assignments

Signal Pin

Isolated Input Bit 0 
I0+

I0-

Isolated Input Bit 1 
I1+

I1-

Isolated Input Bit 2 
I2+

I2-

Isolated Input Bit 3 
I3+

I3-

Isolated Input Bit 4 
I4+

I4-

Isolated Input Bit 5 
I5+

I5-

Isolated Input Bit 6 
I6+

I6-

Isolated Input Bit 7 
I7+

I7-

Pin Signal

Ub+

Ub-
Supply Voltage (Logic)
8 .. 30 VDC

Us+

Us-
Supply Voltage (Relays) 
18 .. 30 VDC

O0

O0
Output Bit 0

O1

O1
Output Bit 1

O2

O2
Output Bit 2

O3

O3
Output Bit 3

O4

O4
Output Bit 4

O5

O5
Output Bit 5

O6

O6
Output Bit 6

O7

O7
Output Bit 7
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USB-B Socket

Pin Signal

1 Vcc (Load ~ 1mA)

2 USBDM

3 USBDP

4 GND 

5 GND

Terminal strips

The left columns designate the 
connections of the lower terminal 
strip from left to right, whereas the 

right columns designate the 
connections of the upper terminal 
strip from left to right, if device is 
mounted as shown in the picture.
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MFR Functions

Beside the application as an I/O interface connected to an USB port, it is possible to use the module as a  multifunction relay. Using a  
corresponding configuration it is possible  to assign to each of the 8 channels a different function. The required programming will be  
performed by means of the configuration software MFRSETUP (currently available for Windows applications). The latest version may 
be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. As soon as the module is configured, the software is no longer needed to operate 
the  device.  Programming  the appropriate  parameters is  self-explanatory  to  the greatest  possible extent.  Additionally there  is  a 
comprehensive Windows help, also available as a separate file MFRHELP.

Simple Interface
(Factory setting on delivery)

The MFR functions are disabled. Inputs are read and outputs are 
controlled by an external unit via the USB port.

Direct Time function is disabled. The output directly follows the input.

Switching-on delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active after 
the configured delay. With removing the input voltage the 
output will be immediately inactive.

Switching-off delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
immediately. With removing the input voltage, the output will be 
inactive after the configured delay.

Clock Pulse/Pause The output acts as a flasher. Either free-running or controlled 
via the corresponding input. The duration of pulse and pause is 
configurable.

Clock Pulse/Cycle The output acts as a pulse generator. Either free-running or 
controlled via the corresponding input. The duration of pulse 
and cycle is configurable.

Switching on wipe pulse,
Switching off wipe pulse

The output generates a single pulse of configurable width, 
independent from the duration of the input signal. Either on 
applying or removing an input voltage.

 

Time range 'ms' 100 .. 2000 milliseconds In steps of 100 ms

Time range 's' 1 .. 120 seconds In steps of 1 s

Time range 'm' 1 .. 120 minutes In steps of 1 min

Time range 'h' 1 .. 100 hours In steps of 1 h
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RS232-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XSP11RRS232-Interface and MultiFunctionRelay Module XSP11R

The interface module offers a simple method to connect and control up to eight digital inputs and outputs through a serial RS232 port. Since inputs 
and outputs are separated from the remaining circuitry by optical couplers, signals of industrial controls can be easily connected to a PC or a  
terminal or other devices with serial RS232 ports. The digital inputs are designed for 24VDC. The outputs will switched via potential-free, normally  
open contacts (PCN-124D3) with a switching capacity of 3A @ 24VDC or 3A @ 250VAC. Logic and decoupled outputs may be separately powered. 
The component is easy-to-mount on common used mounting rails. The electrical connection of digital inputs and outputs is made by pluggable 
cage clamp terminals.

Technical Data

Digital Inputs (8)  I0 .. I7
Voltage
Current
Trigger Level

Optical couplers
0 .. 30VDC
per input channel 4mA @ 24VDC
approx. 4VDC

Digital Outputs (8) O0 .. O7
Contact Rating
Minimum Contact Load
Mechanical Endurance

Relays, PCN-124D3MHZ (Coil 24VDC) by Tyco
3A @ 30VDC, 3A @ 250VAC
1mA / 5VDC
min. 20 x 106  cycles

Supply - Logic (Ub)
Voltage
Current
Power Consumption

Rated Voltage 24VDC
8 .. 30VDC
12mA @ 24VDC
280mW @ 24VDC

Supply - Relays (Us)
Voltage
Current

Rated Voltage 24VDC
18 .. 30VDC
Number of activated relays x 6.2mA @ 24VDC (max 50mA @ 24VDC)

Status Indicators
Inputs (8)
Outputs (8)
Supply (1)
Heart-Beat (1)
Command (1)

LED indicates an input voltage >2V
LED, connected to the relay coil, indicates the 'ON' state
LED indicates presence of supply voltage (Logic)
LED flashes (Normal: 1Hz, Programming: 2.5Hz, Remote: 0.5Hz)
LED flashes at receipt of a known command

Module Identification Besides the possibility, to assign  an individual name, each module 
contains a unique, unalterable, 12-digit serial number in hexadecimal 
notation.

Dimensions 100mm(L) x 22,5mm(B) x 120mm(H)
Outer packaging: 180mm(L) x 165mm(B) x 50mm(H)

Fixing Click-on mounting rail TS35

Mounting Position Any desired

Weight 0,175kg

Protecting Type IP20

Ambient Conditions -5 ° C. .. +65 ° C under normal installation conditions (cabinet). In 
constricted spaces a sufficient ventilation (forced air flow) or any other 
cooling method is necessary. In outdoor activities the module should be 
protected with a suitable housing, furthermore with protection against 
direct sunlight, frost and condensation.

RoHS - Conformity The relevant directives will be observed. However, no own analysis will 
carried out. We trust the related statements of suppliers.

Certifications  in preparation

Communication Parameters (fixed) 9600bps, 8 data bit, 1 stop bit, no parity
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Technical Data
Technology Microcontroller and discrete components placed on double-layer PCB. 

By means of an integrated bootloader, the existing firmware can be 
updated at any time via the communication interface.

Connectors
Supply
Inputs/Outputs
RS232

Pluggable Connectors
Pin Header 4pol MCV 0,5/ 4-G-2,5
Pin Header 8pol MCV 0,5/ 8-G-2,5
DSUB9-Socket DE9S (Locking Thread UNC 4/40)

Delivery Contents MFR-Module (configured as I/O-Interface for 8 Channels)
4 Connector 8pol (FK-MC 0,5/8-ST-2,5)
1 Connector 4pol (FK-MC 0,5/4-ST-2,5)
CD 'MFR Tools'
Operating Instructions

Customs Tariff Number (TARIC) 85364110

Country of Origin Germany

Safety Notes
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications which are critical for 
safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery directive 98/37 or its  
amendment is valid, it  is necessary to make sure that the product, after its application , complies with all relevant 
regulations.

Pin Assignment
MCV .. 4 / 8 X6 X4 X5 X2 X3

+ Logic
Ub

Output
O0

Output
O4

- Input
I3

- Input
I7- + +

+ Relays
Us

Output
O1

Output
O5

- Input
I2

- Input
I6- + +

Output
O2

Output
O6

- Input
I1

- Input
I5+ +

Output
O3

Output
O7

- Input
I0

- Input
I4+ +

DSUB DE9S X1

2 TxD Transmitted Data

3 RxD Received Data

5 Gnd Ground 0V

Functions
The following functions pertain to each one channel, ie each of the existing eight channels can perform a different function. The functions can be 
combined. In any case, all input and output signals will transferred to the master control unit via the communication interface, regardless if they 
will received and evaluated. The module can be used as a pure serial interface for processing of inputs and outputs, or operated as stand-alone 
multi-functional and multi-channel relay or in combination..
The times are derived by a divider from a 8-MHz crystal. The accuracy should be sufficient for most technical processes  

I/O – Interface (Factory default settings) Inputs I0 .. I7 are read and Outputs O0 .. O7 are controlled by an external unit 
via the existing communication port. All timing functions are suspended.

Direct The output directly follows the input. All timing functions 
are suspended.

On-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
after the configured delay t1. With removing the input 
voltage the output will be immediately inactive.

Off-Delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
immediately. With removing the input voltage, the 
output will be inactive after the configured delay t1. The 
delay is only guaranteed if during this time, the supply 
voltage of the module is maintained.
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Functions
Clock Pulse / Pause The output acts as clock generator. 

Either free-running or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and pause t2 is configurable.

Clock Pulse / Cycle The output acts as clock generator. 
Either free-running  or controlled via a 
corresponding input. The duration of 
pulse t1 and cycle t2 is configurable.

Switching-On Wipe Pulse On applying a voltage to the input, the output generates 
a single pulse of configurable duration t1, independent 
from the duration of the input signal.

Switching-Off Wipe Pulse On removing the voltage from an input, the output 
generates a single pulse of configurable duration t1. 
The pulse duration is only guaranteed if during this time, 
the supply voltage of the module is maintained.

Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) The output follows the appropriate input of the remote 
device. The input of this channel is transferred to the 
appropriate output of the remote device. For this mode, 
two modules have to be connected via a 'crossed' cable 
or a suited  transmission path (modem).

Selection of Functions and Timing Values By means of the supplied setup program (Windows), the functions and timing 
values can be changed.

Timer / Time Ranges
Milliseconds
Seconds
Minutes
Hours

Derived from 8-MHz-Quartz, I/O-Cycle 100ms
100 .. 2000 milliseconds in steps of 100 milliseconds
1 .. 120 seconds in steps of 1 second
1 .. 120 minutes in steps of 1 minute
1 .. 100 hours in steps of 1 hour
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Operating Instructions XSP11R

Application

The  interface  component  offers  a  simple  method   to  control  up  to  eight  digital  inputs  and  outputs  through  a  serial  RS232  
communication port. Since inputs and outputs are separated from the remaining circuitry by optical couplers, signals of industrial  
controls can be easily connected to a PC or a terminal  or other devices with serial  communication ports.  The digital  inputs are 
designed for 24VDC. The outputs are potential free normally open contacts, by Tyco PCN124D3MHZ, with a switching capacity of 
3A@30VDC respectively 3A@250VAC. Logic and decoupled outputs may be separately powered. The component is easy-to-mount on 
a 35 mm-DIN rail. The electrical connection is made by pluggable cage clamp terminals.

Function

Serial to parallel conversion and vice versa will  be performed by a PIC16F877 (MicroChip). On a simple command, the standard  
firmware reads the inputs and outputs, and transfers the data to the PC or to a corresponding device. If parameters are transferred  
with the command, the outputs will be set accordingly. Additionally, an automated scan takes place at an interval of 100ms. If there 
is a difference compared to the last status, a notification will be sent automatically. Thus it is possible to easily detect changes on the 
inputs. If special relations between inputs to outputs are required, it is possible to deliver a customized firmware.

Operation

Start-up is quite simple. After connecting the supply voltage (logic) the module is ready for use. For applications where no outputs  
are required, the supply voltage (load) can be omitted. The communication with the module is realized by means of simple ASCII  
code commands at a transfer rate of 9600 bauds (9600,8,N,1) and can be easily executed out of any application, through any serial  
communication port. It is not necessary to use special drivers to operate the module. For checking the communication, any terminal  
program can be used. Ready status is indicated by two LEDs. Whereas the first LED indicates the applied operating voltage, the  
second LED indicates the heart-beat, which is regularly controlled by the processor. The receipt of a command is indicated by one  
more LED..

Operation as MFR module

For  operation  as  a  multifunction  relay  and  programming  the  different  modes,  you  need  to  install  the  necessary  configuration 
software. The latest version may be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. It is free of charge. Using this tool, it is possible 
to assign special functions to each of the eight channels. As soon as it is configured, the software is no longer needed to operate the  
module. This tool also allows updating the firmware of the MFR module.
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8 Inputs 24V, Ri = 5kOhm

8 Output Relays (Tyco PCN-124D3MHZ)

Status indicators for each Input and Output

RS232 connection via DSUB9-Socket (DCE)

Supply Voltage (Logic) 8 .. 30 VDC

Supply Voltage (Relays) 18 .. 30 VDC

Dimensions: 120mm(D) x 22,5mm(W) x 100mm(H)

Pluggable cage clamp terminals max. 0,5mm²

DIN Rail mounting

Safety notes 
This product is not fail-safe and should not be used in life-supporting systems and other applications  
which are critical for safety, without a new risk assessment and evaluation of the conformity!  
If the module is intended to be installed into a machine or a system, for which the EC machinery  
directive 98/37 or its amendment is valid, it is necessary to make sure that the product, after its 
application, complies with all relevant regulations!

http://zeb-automation.de/de2/
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Data communication

Command Parameter Function Return Value

'X' none Reset 'XSP11R' CR

'I' none Reads input bits 'I' I.7-4 I.3-0 CR

'O' none Reads output bits 'O' O.7-4 O.3-0 CR

'O' '@' + bit7..4  '@' + bit3..0 Sets the output bits 7..0 none

others ** With or without No Function '?' CR

Command line: Command [Parameter] CR(0Dh)
-----

** There are further commands assigned for MFR functions. They return other information! Refer to mfr_api.pdf.

Examples: 
The command linez 'OAC' followed by CR(0Dh) is setting the output bits 4,1,0 to active.

The return value 'I@A' followed by CR(0Dh) indicates a signal at input bit 0.

Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0 Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0

@ 0 0 0 0 H 1 0 0 0

A 0 0 0 1 I 1 0 0 1

B 0 0 1 0 J 1 0 1 0

C 0 0 1 1 K 1 0 1 1

D 0 1 0 0 L 1 1 0 0

E 0 1 0 1 M 1 1 0 1

F 0 1 1 0 N 1 1 1 0

G 0 1 1 1 O 1 1 1 1

Pin assignments

Signal Pin

Isolated Input Bit 0 
I0+

I0-

Isolated Input Bit 1 
I1+

I1-

Isolated Input Bit 2 
I2+

I2-

Isolated Input Bit 3 
I3+

I3-

Isolated Input Bit 4 
I4+

I4-

Isolated Input Bit 5 
I5+

I5-

Isolated Input Bit 6 
I6+

I6-

Isolated InputBit 7 
I7+

I7-

Pin Signal

Ub+

Ub-
Supply Voltage (Logic) 
8 .. 30 VDC

Us+

Us-
Supply Voltage (Relays) 
18 .. 30 VDC

O0

O0
Output Bit 0

O1

O1
Output Bit 1

O2

O2
Output Bit 2

O3

O3
Output Bit 3

O4

O4
Output Bit 4

O5

O5
Output Bit 5

O6

O6
Output Bit 6

O7

O7
Output Bit 7
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DSub9-Socket (DCE)

Pin Signal

1 Data Carrier Detect (NC)

2 * Transmitted Data

3 * Received Data

4 DTE Ready 

5 * Signal Ground

6 DCE Ready

7 Clear to Send

8 Ready to Send

9 Ring Indicator (NC)
* necessary connections

Terminal strips

The left columns designate the 
connections of the lower terminal 
strip from rear to front, whereas 
the right columns designate the 

connections of the upper terminal 
strip from rear to front, if device is 

mounted in upright position.
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MFR Functions

Beside the application as an I/O interface connected to a serial communication RS232 port, it is possible to use the module as a  
multifunction relay. Using a corresponding configuration it is possible  to assign to each of the 8 channels a different function. The 
required programming  will  be  performed by means of  the configuration software  MFRSETUP (currently  available  for  Windows 
applications). The latest version may be download from http://zeb-automation.de/de2/. As soon as the module is configured, the 
software is no longer needed to operate the device. Programming the appropriate parameters is self-explanatory to the greatest  
possible extent. Additionally there is a comprehensive Windows help, also available as a separate file MFRHELP.

Simple Interface
(Factory setting on delivery)

The MFR functions are  disabled. Inputs are read and outputs 
are controlled by an external unit via the serial communication 
port.

Direct Time functions are disabled. The output follows the input.

Switching-on delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active after 
the configured delay. With removing the input voltage the 
output will be immediately inactive.

Switching-off delay Applying a voltage to the input, the output will be active 
immediately. With removing the input voltage, the output will be 
inactive after the configured delay.

Clock Pulse/Pause The output acts as a flasher. Either free-running or controlled 
via the corresponding input. The duration of pulse and pause is 
configurable.

Clock Pulse/Cycle The output acts as a pulse generator. Either free-running or 
controlled via the corresponding input. The duration of pulse 
and cycle is configurable.

Switching-on wipe pulse,
Switching-off wipe pulse

The output generates a single pulse of configurable width, 
independent from the duration of the input signal. Either on 
applying or removing an input voltage.

Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) The time functions are disabled. The output follows the 
appropriate input of the remote device. The input of this channel 
is transferred to the appropriate output of the remote device.
For this mode of operation, two modules have to be connected 
with a crossover cable or an appropriate transmission link. 

 

Time range 'ms' 100 .. 2000 milliseconds In steps of 100 ms

Time range 's' 1 .. 120 seconds In steps of 1 s

Time range 'm' 1 .. 120 minutes In steps of 1 min

Time range 'h' 1 .. 100 hours In steps of 1 h
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Application Programming of MFR-Module Series
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The following explains the commands used for the dialogue with the MFR-modules, to help to create 
your own application programs. Any errors, or version dependent changes can not be excluded. In 
any case, the results of programming should be tested directly to the interface with appropriate tools, 
such as a terminal program, to minimize unpleasant surprises.

Command Scheme

Command Parameter CR

1 Character

Parameter list of any length, coded as 40h + 
upper or lower 4-bit-nibble of data-byte, 

yielding printable ASCII-Characters
from '@' to 'O'.

For each data-byte, there must be provided 
two characters in the order MSB, LSB..

0Dh

Cmd Parameters Send to module Receive from module

Pure interface functions. Which are normally processed by an application program.

X
(58h) none

Forces restart of module.
It is a soft reset, the proper communication with the 

module is required!

Not generated by the module
Module-ID is emitted after restart (e.g.: XSP01R)

O
(4Fh)

none Retrieves output levels Not generated by the module

1. Character
Channel 7..4

Sets outputs 0..7 as byte
Level of outputs 0..7

a) as a response
b) automatically by level changing2. Character

Channel 3..0

3. Character
Mask 7..4

Optional – If present:
Affects only those outputs

for which the mask bit is set.
*** Firmware  V 1.10 or newer***

Not generated by the module
4. Character
Mask 3..0

o
(6Fh)

none Retrieves level of outputs, as in 'O' Not generated by the module

1. Character
Bit-Address Asserts at bit address (0..7) the status (0..1).

Other outputs are not affected.
*** Firmware  V 1.10 or newer***

Not generated by the module
2. Character
Bit-Status

I
(49h)

none Retrieves input levels Not generated by the module

1. Character
Channel 7..4 Only for test purposes

It results in an OR operation with the
corresponding physical inputs

Level of inputs 0..7
a) as a response

b) automatically by level changing2. Character
Channel 3..0

D
(44h)

1. Character
t / 16

Activates the communication monitoring time t in units 
of 100 ms. Any missing  commands 'O' or 'I' during the 
time t, will result in resetting all outputs to the passive 
state. The value t = 0 disables the function monitoring. 

*** Firmware V 1.10 or newer***

Not generated by the module
2. Character

t % 16

Other commands that control the internal functions of the MFR module
they are usually processed by the MFR configuration program.

If the module is only used as an I / O interface, these commands are irrelevant.
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Cmd Parameters Send to module Receive from module

Q
(51h) none

Retrieves parameter list from module
The expected response:
Name (N), Version (V),

Serial # (S), ID (U)

Not generated by the module

N
(4Eh)

none Retrieves the name of the module
A user defined module-name,

with a maximal length of 20 printable characters.Maximal
20 Characters Ignored by the module

n
(6Eh)

Maximal
20 Characters

Sets a user defined module-name, with a maximal 
length of 20 printable characters. Not generated by the module

V
(56h) String Ignored by the module Version of Firmware

as 'Version.Compilation'

S
(53h)

Block
16 Characters Ignored by the module

Unique serial-number of module in hexadecimal notation,
in order of

Component-ID, Number-Byte 0..5, BCC

Z
(5Ah)

1. Character
Channel #

Retrieves the function-data of
selected channel

Function data of  selected channel, 1 byte for each:
function index, inputs mask,

t1-value, t1-timebase, t2-value, t2-timebase,
flag1, flag2

16 Characters
Data Not necessary

z
(7Ah)

1. Character
Channel #

Sets the function-data of selected channel Not generated by the module
16 Characters

Data

U
(55h)

1. Character
Type of Output

Ignored by the module

Module-ID
Type of Output : L = Solid-State, R = Relay

String
More Module-ID shortcuts ..

Type of Interface (Param[2]):
E = Ethernet, R = RS-232, U = USB

T
(54h)

1. Character
Message #

Ignored by the module

User defined partial message.
Because of memory structure,

1 message consists of 2 parts (even + odd #).
(8 messages = 16 partial messages)

Maximal
10 Characters

t
(74h)

1. Character
Message #

Sets user defined messages.
Because of memory structure,

1 message consists of 2 parts (even + odd #).
(8 messages = 16 partial messages)

Not generated by the module
Maximal

10 Characters

Hints for Programming
The procedure for programming the interface is somewhat dependent on the programming language 
and the structural design, so no single approach will be proposed. Usually, all programming languages 
provides some methods, to access real  communication ports, either directly or indirectly through 
additional libraries. In the download area of our web presence, we have provided some programming 
examples for a possible approach.
 
Sending is generally no problem. The desired and composed output string will be passed to the 
output  object,  either  as  character  by  character  or  as  a  complete  string.  It  is  assumed that  the 
appropriate interface has been configured in the right way. Whether the information, returned by the 
respective transmission routines, will evaluated or not,  is at the sole discretion of the programmer. 
The MFR module receives the string in a receive buffer, and evaluates the string after the first seen  
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CR (0Dh) as a function of the first character in buffer. Then, the buffer will be emptied. If the first  
character in buffer can not be identified as a known command, the following characters are ignored. 
Therefore, it should be noted that no stray characters are allowed in the transmitting output channel. 
This problem occurs occasionally when initializing interfaces. If it can not be avoided, there should be 
emitted  a  CR (0Dh)  before  the  first  useful  command.  This  will  cause  that  the  receive  buffer  is 
emptied. An appended LF (0Ah) does not interfere, it will be ignored on reading.  In rapid succession  
of  output commands, and especially  when not applied the evaluation of  status messages of  the 
sending routine, it  is  possible that,  during the command-evaluation in the MFR-module,  the next  
command will arrive in the receive buffer, but is no longer seen. The same happens when a final CR is  
lost.  The  CR of  the  following  command  only  executes  the  previous,  incomplete  command.  The 
corresponding command for this CR is forfeited.

Receiving is a bit trickier. If hardware and programming capabilities allow it, it should be used a  
buffered method, to receive the messages from the MFR module. To raise an event for the evaluation 
of a received message, it  can be triggered from an incoming CR, as the message contains only 
printable characters. As a function of  the program, and the type of the transmitted sequence of 
commands, several messages of the MFR module can be found in the background buffer, the buffer-
reading must be repeated until the buffer is empty. It should be noted, that the module can send  
unsolicited, or without specific request, state changes of the inputs and outputs. Inputs and outputs 
are cyclically scanned, at a rate of 100-ms. If  there is detected a change against the respective 
previous state, a message is generated. If only the answer to a specific request is  to be evaluated,  
the  receive  buffer  must  be  emptied before,  before  transmitting the  request.  Otherwise  an older 
message,  not the wanted one, may be erroneously analyzed and may reflect an incorrect state.  
When working without background buffer, which can actually only be useful  in case of the serial 
RS232 interface, the receive loop must be designed so that the transmission speed of 9600 baud can 
be  processed  safely,  otherwise  some  characters  may  be  lost.  Especially  the  using  of  high-level  
languages and older (slower) hardware is therefore dangerous. In these cases it may be a better 
solution, to address the control registers of the communication objects directly.
The MFR-Module, with RS232-Interface, does not generate modem-control-signals, it uses only the 
signals Rx, Tx and GND. Unless the control signals for data transfer are mandatory, they must be  
generated elsewhere.
 
It should be noted that, if virtual COM ports or USB or direct Ethernet connections are used,  that 
these interfaces have their own timing, and that a block of data to be transferred will not necessarily  
be  received  as  a  single  block.  That  must  be  taken  into  account  when  evaluating  the  received 
messages from a MFR-Module.  

Some helping things ..

Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0 Character Bit 7/3 Bit 6/2 Bit 5/1 Bit 4/0

@ 0 0 0 0 H 1 0 0 0

A 0 0 0 1 I 1 0 0 1

B 0 0 1 0 J 1 0 1 0

C 0 0 1 1 K 1 0 1 1

D 0 1 0 0 L 1 1 0 0

E 0 1 0 1 M 1 1 0 1

F 0 1 1 0 N 1 1 1 0

G 0 1 1 1 O 1 1 1 1
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LSB / MSB 0_ 1_ 2_ 3_ 4_ 5_ 6_ 7_

_0 NUL DLE SP 0 @ P ` p

_1 SOH DC1 ! 1 A Q a q

_2 STX DC2 „ 2 B R b r

_3 ETX DC3 # 3 C S c s

_4 EOT DC4 $ 4 D T d t

_5 ENQ NAK % 5 E U e u

_6 ACK SYN & 6 F V f v

_7 BEL ETB ' 7 G W g w

_8 BS CAN ( 8 H X h x

_9 HT EM ) 9 I Y i y

_A LF SUB * : J Z j z

_B VT ESC + ; K [ k {

_C FF FS , < L \ l |

_D CR GS - = M ] m }

_E SO RS . > N ^ n ~

_F SI US / ? O _ o DEL
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